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operating schedule inlmediately at the
end of this temporary deviation's
effective period. This deviation h'onl the
operating regulal ions is aulhorized
trader 33 CFR 117.35.

Dated: July 24, 2015.
Bm'ry Dragon.
Bridge Admini,•trator, U,S. Coast Guard,
St•,enth Coast Guard District.
i• DOe,. gO15--19112 Flto• •-4-151 B:45 eml
BILUNG CODE g110-O4.,-P

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

40 CFR Part 52
[EPA-RO3-OAR-2014-0910; FIRL-9931-80-
Region 3]

Approval and Promulgation of Air
Quality Implementation Plans;
Pennsylvania; Infrastructure
Requirements for the 2008 Ozone and
2010 Sulfur Dioxide National Ambient
Air Quality Standards

AGENCY: Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: The l,:nvironnlenlsl Prolecth:m
Agency (EPA) is approving portions of
two State Implementation Plan (SIP)
revisions submitted by the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
through the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection (PADEP)
pursuant to the Clean Air Act (CAA}.
Whentwer new or revi•ed National
Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS} are promulgated, the CAA
requires states to submit a plan for the
implementation, maintenance, and
enforcement of such NAAQS. The plan
is required to address basic program
elements, including but not limited to
regulatory structure, monitoring,
modeling, legal authority, and adequate
resources necessary to assure
implementation, maintenance, and
enforcement of the NAAQS, These
elements are referred to as infrastructure
requirements. PADEP made submittals
addressing the infrastructure
requirements for the 2008 ozone
NAAQS and the 201 0 sulfur dioxide
(SO2) primary NAAQS.
OATHS: This final rule is effective on
September 4, 2015.
ADDRESS£S: EPA has established a
docket for this acllOn under Docket ID
Number EPA-R03-OAR-2Ol 4-0910. All
documents in the docket are listed in
the www.regulations.gov Web site.
Although listed in the electronic docket,
sonic infer,nation is not publicly
available, i.e., confidential business

information (CBI) or other information
whose disclosure is restricted by statute.
Certain other material, such as
copyrighted material, is not placed on
the Intemel and will be publicly
available only in hard copy form.
Publicly available docket materials are
available either electronlcally through
www.mgulutions.gov or in hard copy for
public inspection during normal
business hours at the Air Protection
l)ivision, i J.S. Envimmnenla] P,'otection

Agency, Region 111, 1650 Arch Street,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103.
Copies of the State submittal are
available at the Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental
Protection, Bureau of Air Quality
Control. P. O. Box 8468, 400 Market
Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105.
FOR FURTHER INFORMA'rlON CONTACT:
Ruth Kuapp, (215) 814-2191, or by
email at knopp.rulJ)@epa.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Summary of SIP Revision
On March 27, 2008 (73 FR 16436),

EPA promulgated a revised ozone
NAAQS based on B-hour average
concentrations. EPA revised the level of
the 8-hour ozone NAAQS h'om 0.08
parts per million (pp,n) to 0.075 ppm.
On Jtme 22, 2010 (75 l"R 35520}, I':PA
promulgated a 1-hour primary S02
NAAQS at a level of 75 paris per billion
(ppb), based on a 3-year average of the
annual 99th percentile of 1-hour daily
maximum concentrations. Pm.-suant to
section 1 lO(a)(1 ) of the CAA, states are
required to submit SIPs meeting the
applicable requirements of section
110(a)(2] within three years after
promttlgation of a new or revised
NAAQS or within such shorter period
as EPA may prescribe.

On July 15, 2014, the Commonwealth
or Pennsylvania, through the PADEP,
submitted SIP revisions that address the
infrastructure elements specified in
section 110(a](2) of the CAA necessary
to implement, maintain, and enfbrcc the
2008 ozone NAAQS and the 2010 SOz
NAAQS. On February 0, 2015 (80 FR
B672}. EPA published a notice of
pr,:,posed rulemaking (NPR) for
Pennsylvania proposing approval of
pr,,'tions of bolh SIP revisions as well as
portions of" SiP submittals for other
NAAQS. 1 In the NPR, EPA proposed

Ou July 15, 2014, PAD'I::P else sL.b.mitLtxt SIP
ivvisio:ts udth•ssklB the ilfft-,a•truc_tu'e rtN.uilume.uts
for the 2010 uit.,t)gvn dioxide (NOz) NAAQS ul.td the
2OlZ fine partleulato matter (PM2.•I NAAQS. In the
February t), 2015 NPR, FA:)A also proposed approve.
of portions of these Inli'astructum SIPs. Because
•A did not recto]re adwrs• comments appiir'.able
to Pm'msylv'anla's InB"a.•tructm'e SIPs fw tbe 2ffl O
NO2 NAA•S orthe 2012 PM2..• NAAQS or
applicab'.c to EPA's piuposud approval of thust•

approval of Pennsylvania's submissions
addressing the fi)lh:)wing infrastructure
elements: Section 110(a)(2)(A), (B}, (C),
(D)(iJ(II) (pmvcntlon of significant
deterioration}, (D)(ii), (E), (F), (G), (H),
0), {K), {L), and (MI.

Pennsylvania's July 15, 2014
infi'astructure SIP submittals tbr the
2008 ozone NAAQS and the 2010 SO=
NAAQS did not contain any provisions
addressing section 11o{a)(2){tl which
pertains to the nonattainment
requirements of part D, Title I of the
CAA, because this element is not
required to be submitted by the 3-year
submission deadline of section 1 1 0(a){1 )
and will be addressed in a separate
process. In addition, Pennsylvania's July
15, 2014 i,alrastructure SIP submittals
for the 2008 ozone NAAQS and the
Z010 SO2 NAAQS did not contain any
provisions addressing GAA section
110(a)(2)[D)(i)(l), and therefore EPA's
February 6, 20q 5 NPR did nol propose
any action on the SIP submittals for
section 110(a)(2){D)(i)(I) for either SIP
submittal. Thus, this rulemaking action
likewise does not include action on
CAA section alO[a)(2)[D)(i)([) for either
the 2008 ozone NAAQS or the 2010 502
NAAQS because PADEP's July 15. 2014
infrastructure SIP submittals did not
include provisions for this element.
Finally, at this time, EPA is not taking
action on section l:lO{a)[2)(D)(i)(li)
(which addresses visibility protection]
for the 2008 ozone or 2910 S02 NAAQS
as explained in the NPR. Although
Pennsylvania's July 15. 2014
infrastructure SIP submittals fi•r the
2008 ozone NAAQS and the 2010 SO=
NAAQS refen'cd to Pennsylvania's
regional haze SIP to address section
110(a)(2){D}(i)(II) for visibility
protection, EPA intends to take later,
separate action on Pennsylvania's SIP
submittals for these elements as
explained in the NPR and the Technical
Support Document {'i'SD} which
accompanied the NPR.

The rationale supporting EPA's
proposed rulemaking action approving
portions of the July 15, 2014
infrastructure SIP submittals for the
2008 ozone and 2010 SO2 NAAQS,
including the scope of ilffrastructttre
SIPs iu general, is explained in the NPR
and the TSD accompanying the NPR
and will not be restated hem. Th(: NPR
and TSD are available in the docket for
this rulemaking at www.regulations.gov,
Docket ID Number EPA-R03-OAR-

specific SIPs, b_•A took final ae:lon to approve
portions of the Infrastructure SIPs ior the 2olo I'402
NAAQS and ZOlg PMz, NAAQS on May 8. 2015.
S0 FR 26451. Thlls, thls flna: acHon only addro.¢ses

the July 1,5, 2014 ]nfi-asl1"ur:tuve sw., PADEP
m)hmltt•] addressing the 201)1:1 O]Ol]O NAAI,•S and
tit*..'. 2010 SO2 NA.A•S.
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2014-0910. 2 EPA received public
comments on the NPR. Summaries of
the comments as well as I,.'PA's
responses are in section II of this
rulemaking notice. EPA's responses
provide hu'lher explanation and
rationale whel'e appropriate to support
the final action approving portions of
the Iuly 15, 2014 infrastructure SIPs.

11. Public Comments and EPA's
Ra•pon.qas

EPA received substantive comments
from two commentars, the State, of New
Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection (N-JDEP} and the Sierra Club,
on the February 6, 2015 proposed
rulamaking action on Pennsylvania's
2008 ozone and 2010 SO2 infrastructure
SIP revisions. The Sierra Club's
comments on the NPR include general
comments on infrastructure SIP
requirements for emission limitations
and specific comments on emission
limitations to address the 2010 SO2
NAAQS and the 2008 ozone NAAQS. A
full set of all comments is provided in
the docket for today's final rulemaking
aclicm.

A. /WDEP
Coamlenl: NJDI'.'P asserts that

Pennsylvania's infrastructure SIP is
deficient because it does not include
any in_formation relating to
Pennsylvania's "good neighbor"
obligation to address CAA section
110[a)(2)[D}2 NJDEP asserts the nbl llty
of downwind states including New
Jersey to attain the 2008 ozone NAAQS
is substantially impacted by interstate
transport of pollution from

Pennsylvania. N]DEP asserts recent EPA
modeling for the 2008 ozone NAAQS
demonstrates Pennsylvania significantly
contributes to ozone nonattaimnent
areas in New Jersey and oLhar states.
Now Jersey further asserts that EPA
must "make a finding that Pennsylvania
has failed to submit a SIP that complies
with Section 110(a)[2)(D) of the Clean
Air Act" because Pennsylvania did not
make a submission to address
110(a)(a)(D).

l{esponse: In this rulemaking EPA is
not raking any final action with respect
to the provisions in section
110{a)(2){Dl(i)(I}--the portion of the.
good neighbor provision which

= EPA's ,qnal rulemak!ng action on Pennsylva."Ha's
Infrastructure SiP revisions for the 2fl'1 O NO-,
NA^QS and the 2012 PM).• NAAQS ¢.mI also Im
found tn this dnck• with Docket I'D Number EPA.
RO3-OAR-2014-0910.

aEPA believes N][Dt• refers spaettlcally to CAA
section I 1 o(a l [21(D](I] [ 11 whlcl•` addresses interstate
transport of pollution and not to s•tlnn
I'IO{a)(2)(D]0)(II) whtch address• -,dslbt]lty
Wotoctlon and proxa•ntlon af significant
do:.twioration,

addresses emissions that significantly
contribute to nonattaitmlent or interfere
with maintenance of the NAAQS in
another state. In its July 15, 20"14
infrastructure SIP revisions for several
NAAQS, the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania did not include any
provisions in its SIP revision submittals
to address the requirements of section
110(a)(2](D}(i)(1). In the NPR, 'ILPA did
not propose to take any action with
respect to Pennsylvania's obligations
pursuant to section 1101a)(2)(D){i)(II for
the July 15, 2014 infrastrucktce SIP
submittals and is not, in this rulemaking
action, taking any final action on the.
110(a)(Z)(D)(i)(I) obligations,

Because Pennsylvania did not make a
submission in its July 15, 2014 SiP
submittals to address the requirements
of section ll0{a){2){D](i)(I), EPA is not
required to have proposed or to take
final SiP approval or disapproval action
on this clement uoder section 110(k} of
the CAA. In this case, there has been no
substantive submission for EPA to
evaluate under section 110(k}. HPA
interprets its authority under section
110(k}(3) of the CAA as affording EPA
the discretion to approve, or
conditionally approve, individual
elements of Pennsylvania's
infrastructure SIP submissions, separate
and apart from any action with respect
L0 the requirements of section
al0(a)(2)(D)(i)(i} of the CAA. EPA views
dlscrote inh,'nstructum SIP requirements
in section 110(a)(2}, such as the
requirements of 110(a)(2)(D}(i)(l), as
severable from the other infrastructure
elements and interprets section
110(k}(3) as allowing it to act on
individual severable measures in a plan
submission.

EPA acknowledges N•DEP's concern
for the interstate transport of air
pollutants and agrees in general that
sections ll0{a)(1) and (a](2] of the CAA
require states to submit, within three
years of" promulgation of a new or
revised NAAQS, a plan which addresses
cross-state air pollution under section
110(a)(2)fD)(i)[l). However, in this
rulamaking, EPA is only approving
portions of Pennsylvania's
infrastructure SIP submissions for the
2008 ozone and 2010 SO.., NAAQS
which did not include provisions for
110(u)(2){D)(i)[I) for interstate transport,
Findings of failure to submit a SiP
submission lbr a NAAQS addresshlg a
specific element, such as CAA section
llO(a){Z}(D)(i)[I), would need to occur in
separate rulemakings. As that issue was
not addressed in the February 6, 201 5
NPR and is therefore not pertinent to
this rulemaking, EPA provides no
further response. Pennsylvania's
obligations mga,'ding interstate transport

of ozone pollution for the 2008 ozone
NAAQS will ba addressed in another
rulemaking.

B. Sierra Club f.•neml Comments on
Emission Limitallons

1. The. Plain Language of the CAA

Comment 1 : Sierra Club {hereafter
referred to as Commenter) contends that
the plain language of section
110(a)(2)(A) of the CAA, legislative
history of the CAA, case law, EPA
regulations such as 40 CFR 51.112(a},
and EPA interpretations in rulcmakings
require the inclusion of enforceahle
emission limits in an infrastructure SIP
to aid in attaining and maintaining the
NAAQS and contends an infrastructure
SIP must be disapproved where
emission limits are inadequate to
prevmlt exceedances of the NAAQS.
The Commentcr states EPA may not
approve an inffastrocturo SIP that fails
to ensure attainment and maintenance
of the NAAQS.

The Commenter states that the main
objective of the infrastructure SiP
process "is to ensure that all areas of the
o3unlry meet the NAAQS" and states
that nonattainment areas are addressed
through "nonattainmont SIPs." The,

Commenter asserts the NAAQS "are the
foundation upon which air emission
standards for the entire country are set"
including specific emission limitations
for most large stationary sources, such
as coal-fired power plants. The
Commenter discusses the CAA's
framework whereby stales have primary
responsibihty to assure air quality
within the state pursuant to CAA
section 107(a) which the states carry out
through SIPs such as infrastructure SIPs
required by section 110{a)(2). The
Commenter also states that on its face
the CAA requires infrastructure SIPs "to
be adequate to prevent exceedances of
the NAAQS." In support, the
Commenter quotes the language in
section 110(a){1 ) whi ch requires mates
to adopt a plan for implementation,
mab3tenance, and enforcement of the
NAAQS and the language in section
110(a}(g)(A) which requires SIPs to
include enforceable emissions
limitations as may be necessary to meet
the requirealents of the CAA which the
Commenter claims includes attainment
and maintenance of the NAAQS. The
Commanter notes the CAA definition of
omission limit and reads those CAA
provisions together to require
"enforceable emission limits on source
emissions sufficient to ensure
maintenance of the NAAQS."

Response 1: EPA disagrees that
section 110 is clear "on its face" and
must be interpreted in the manner
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suggested by the Commenter. As we
have previously explained in response
to the Commenter's similar comments
on EPA's action approving other states'
infrastructure SIPs, section 110 is only
one provision that is part of the
complicated structure govenfing
implementation of the NAAQS program
under the CAA, as amended in 1000,
and it must be interpreted in the context
of not only that structtu'e, but also of the
historical evolution of that structure. 4

EPA interprets infrastructure SIPs as
more general plamfing SIPs, consistent
with the CAA as understood in light of
its history and structure. When Congress
enacted the CAA in 1970, it did not
include provisions requMng states and
the EPA to label areas as attainment or
nonattainment. Rather, states wore
required to include 'all areas of the state
in "air quality control regions" (AQCRs)
and section 110 set forth the core
subsmntlve planning provisions for
these AQCRs. At that time, Congress
anticipated that states would be able to
address air pollution quickly p ursumat
to the very general planning provisions
in section 110 and could bring "all areas
into compliance with a new NAAQS
within five years. Moreover, at that
time, section 110[a)(2)(A)[i) specified
that the section 110 plan provide for
"attainment" of the NAAQS and section
110[a)(2){B} specified that the plan must
include "emission limitations,
schedules, and timetables for
compliance with such limitations, and
such other measures as may be
necessary to insure attaimnent and
maintenance [of the NAAQS]."

In 1 .q77, Congress recognized that the
existing structure was not sufficient and
maW areas were still violating the
NAAQS. At that time, Congress for the
first time added provisions requiring
states and EPA to identify whether m'eas

of a state were violating the NAAQS
(i.e., were nonattainment) or were
meeting the NAAQS (i.e., were
attainment] and established specific
planning requirements in section 172
for areas not meeting the NAAQ8, In
lg90, many areas still had air quality
not meeting the NAAQS and Congress
again amended the CAA and added yet
another layer of more prescriptive
planning mqulrements for each of the
NAAQS. At that same time, Congress
modified section 110 to remove
references to the section 110 SIP
providing for attainment, including

4 See 80 [:q,1 115,57 ;March 4., 20151 [approval of
Virginia SOz It't•astructuze SIP}; 79 FI1 02022
[October lfi. 2014.: (approval of W0st Virglnla SO.•
lnfi'astruetln'o SIP]; 79 FR lqOS'l [Aprll 7, 2014)
[al)prov;•] of Wont Vt"ginta oT•ne infl'astmwh]re
SlP): and 7q FR 17043 (Mamh 27,2014) [approvM
O• Vil'•£:i• U•I.EI[• "[L•II.IN.Ir'LLCLLL.['U Sl[J).

removing pre-existing section
110(a)(2}{A} in its entirety and
renumbering subparagraph (B) as
section 110(a)(2)(A). Additionally,
Congress replaced the clause "as may be
necessary to insure attainment and
maintenance rot the NAAQSI" with "as
may be necessary or appropriate to meet
the applicable requirements of' this
chapter." Thus, the CAA has
significantly evolved in the more than
40 years since it was originally enacted.
While at one time section 110 of the
CAA did provide the only detailed SIP
planning provisions for stales and
specified that such plans must provide
for attainment of the NAAQS. tmder the
structure of the current GAA, section
1 10 is only the initial stepping-stone in
the planning process for a specific
NAAQS, More detailed, later-enacted
provisions govern the substantive
plann ing p recess, incl ud ing p lannitag
for attainment of the NAAQS.

Thus, EPA believes that section 11O of
the CAA is only one provision that is
part of the complicated structure
governing implementation of the
NAAQS program under the CAA, as
amended in 1990, and it nlust be
interpreted in the context of that
structure and the historical evolution of
that structure. In light of the revisions
to section 110 since 1.q70 and the later-
promulgated and more specilic plamfing
requirements of the CAA, EPA
reasonably interprets the requirement in
section 1 lO(aJ{2)(A) of the CAA that the
plan provide for "implementation,
maintenance anti enforcement" to mean
that the SIP must contain enforceable
emission limits that will aid in attaining
and/or maintaining the NAA•S and that
the state demonstrate that it has the
necessary tools to implement and
cntbrce a NAAQS, such as adequate
state personnel and an enfi)rcement
program. EPA has interpreted the
requirement for emission limitations in
section 110 to mean that the state may
rely on measures 'already in place to
address the, pollutant at issue or any
new control measures that the. state may
choose to submit. Finally, as EPA stated
in the Infrastructure SIP Guidance
which specifically provides guidance to
states in addressing the 2008 ozone and
2010 SO= NAAQS, "'[t]he conceptual
purpose of an infrastructure SIP
submission is to assure that the air
agency's SIP contains the necessary
sh'uctural mqulremeots for the new or
revised NAAQS, whether by
establishing that the SiP already
contains the necessary provisions, by
making a substantive SIP revision to

update the SIP, or both." Infrastructure
SIP Guidance at p. 2. 5

The Commenter makes general
allegations that Pennsylvania does not
have sufficient protective measures to
prevent ozone violations/exceedances
and SO.• NAAQS exceedances. EPA
addressed the adequacy of
Pennsylvania's infrastructure SIP for
110(a){2)[A) purposes to meet applicable
requirements of the CAA in the TSD
accompanying the February 6, 2015
NPR and explained why the SIP
includes enforceable emission
limitations and other control measures
necessary for maintenance of the 2008
ozone and 2010 802 NAAQ5 throughout
the Commonwealth. s

2. The Legislative History of the CAA
Comment. 2: The Conlmenter cites two

excerpts from the legislative history of
the 1970 CAA claiming they support an
interpretation that SIP revisions under
CAA section 110 must include
emissions limitations sutt]cient to show
maintenance of the NAAQS in all areas
of the state. The Commenter also
contends that the legislative history of
the CAA supports the interpretation that
infi'astructuro SIPs under section
l10[a)(2) must include enforceable
emission limitations, ciLing the Senate
Committee Report and the subsequent
Senate Conference Report
accompmlying the 1970 CAA.

Response 2: As provided in the
previous response, the CAA, as enacted
in 1970, including its legislative history,
cannot be interpreted in isolation from
the later amendments that refined that
structure and deleted relevant language
from section 110 concerning
demonstrating attainment. See also 79
FR at 17046 {responding to comments
on Virginia's ozone infrastructure SIP).
In any event, the Iwo excerpts of
legislative history the Commcnter cites
merely provide that states should
include enforceable emission limits in
their SIPs, and they do not mention or
otherwise address whether states are
required to include maintenance plans
for all areas of the state as part of the
infrastructure SIP. As provided in

'l'h:ts, EPA disagrtx.rs with die Cotzzulcuttu"s
g•.•Iltll"dl asst;:'tiou that the main obj'ective of
i,fftasUucture SIPs is to tt[LSttlC "all arc'us el the
country moet the NA.AQS, as we bollovo tho
infrastructure SIP process ls the opportunity to
review the structural requirements st a state's air
program. Whl:e the NAAQN can 1• R foundation
Illlon which amlsMon limitations am s•. as
Ox:llal nod tn 1•,qllOllS• tO sllll.•t,•'tllent c'•nlTnell•S,
lhesc emission lilnitutious tu'v gcuet•ally set hi Lhe
attLfimnenk platmlrlg proct•s tmvisioued by pv.u't D
of liLle 1 of the CAA, iucludittg, buL not 11miLt.'d to,
CAA soettons 172, 1BI-IB2, and lS1-192.

The TSD for tbts acttml ts available on line •t
www.lwg•]lations.gov, l}n•ket IT) Numben" EPA-RO3-
OAR-2014-0910.
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response to another comment in this
rulemaking, the TSD for the proposed
rule explains why the Pennsylvania SIP
includes enforceable emissions
limitations for ozone precursors and for
SO2 for the relevant areas.
3. Case. Law

Comment 3: The Commenter 'also
discusses several cases applying the
CAA which the Commenter clainls
support its contention that courts have
been clear that seclir,n 110(a}(2}(A)
requires cnlbrceable emissions limits in
infrastructure. SiPs to prevent
exceedances of the NAAQS, The
Commenter first cites to language in
Train v. NRDC, 421 U.S. 60, 78 {1975},
addressing the requirement for
"emission limitations" and stating that
emission limitations "are specific rules
to which operatom of pollution sources
are subject, and which, if enforced,
should result in ambient air which meet
the national standards." The
Commenter also cites to Pennsylvania
Dept. ofEnvtl, Resources v. EPA, 932
F.2d 269, 272 (3d Cir. 1991} for the
proposition that the CAA directs EPA to
withhold approval of a SiP where it
does not ensure maintenance of the
NAAQS, and to Mision Industrial, Toe.
v. EPA, 547 F.2d 123, 12.q (2st Cir.
1970}, which quoted section ll0{a)(2){B}
of the CAA of 1 .q70. The Commenter
contends that the 1 ggO Amendments do
not alter how courts have interpreted
the requirements of section 110, quoting
Alaska Dept, of Envtl, Conservation v,
EPA, 540 I.I.S. 461,470 (2004} which in
turn quoted section 110(a)(2}(A) of the
CAA and also staled that "SIPs must
include certain measures Congress
specified" to ensure attainment of the
NAAQS. The Commeoter also quotes
several additional opinions in this vein.
Mont, Sulphur & Chem. Co. v. EPA, fifi6
F.3d 1174, 1180 (9th Cir. 2012} ("The
Clema Air Act directs states to deveh)p
implementation plans--SiPs--that
'assure' attaimnent and maintenance of
[NAAQS] through enforceable emissions
limilatlons"); Hall v. ERA 273'1 F.3d
1246, 1153 {�th Cir. 2001 )("Each State
must submit a [SIP] that specif[ies] the
manner in which [NAAO.S] will be
achieved and maintained within each
air quality control region in the State"};
Come. Fund for Env't, Inc. v. EPA. 696
F.2d 169,172 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (CAA
requires SIPs to contain "measures
necessary to ensure attainment and
maintenance, of NAAQS"). Finally, the
Commenter cites Mich. Dept. ofEnvtl.
Qualityv. Browner, 230 F.3d 181 (Oth
Cir. 2000} for the proposition that EPA
may not approve a SiP revision that
does not demonstrate how the rules

would not interfere with attainment and
maintenance of the NAAQS.

llesponse 3: None of the cases the
Commenter cites support its contention
that section 110(a)(Z)(A) is clear that
infrastrttcture SIPs must include
detailed plans providing for attaimnent
and malmenanca of tha NAAQS in all
areas of the state, nor do they shed light
on hc, w section ll0(a)(2)(A) may
reasonably be interpreted. With the
exception of Train, none of the cases the,

Commenter cites concerned the
interpretation of CAA section
ll0(a)(2l(A} (or section ll0(a)(2)(B) of
the pro-lOg0 Act). Rather, the courts
reference section 110{a)(2)(A) (or section
ll0(a)(2)(B) of the pre-1990 CAA) in the
background sections of decisions in the
context of a (:hallonge to an EPA action
on revisions to a SIP that was required
and approved or disapproved as
meeting other provisions of the CAA or
in the. context of an entbrcement action.

In Train, 421 U.S. 60, the Court was
addressing a slate revision to an
attahamant plan subnfission made
pursuant to section 110 of the CAA, the
sole statutory provision at that time
regulating such submissions. The issue
in that case concerned whether changes
to requirements that would occur before
attainment was required were variances
that should be addressed pursuant to
Lhe provision governing SIP revisions or
were "postponements" that must be
addressed under section 210{f) of the
CAA of 1070, which contained
prescriptive criteria. The Court
concluded that EPA reasonably
interpreted section 11O(f] not to restrict
a state's choice of the mix of control
measures needed to at'lain the NAAQS
and that revisions to SIPs that wotdd
not impact attainment of the NAAQS by
the attainment date were not subject to
the limits of section 110(f). Thus the
issue was not whether a section 110 SIP
needs to provide for attainment or
whether omissions limits providing
such are needed as part of the SIP;
rather the issue was which stattttory
provision governed when the stale.
wanted to revise the emission limits in
its SIP if such revision would not
impact attainment or maintenance of the
NAAQS. To the extent the holding in
the case has any bearing on how section
110(a){2)(A} might be interpreted, it is
important Lo realize that in 1975, when
the opinion was issued, section
110(a){2)(B) (the predecessor to section
110(a)(2}(A}) expressly referenced the,

requirement to attain the NAAQS, a
reference that was removed in 1090.

The decision in Pennsylvania Dept. of
Envtl. Resources was 'also decided based
on the pro-1990 provision of the CAA.
At issue was whether EPA properly

rejected a revision to an approved plan
where the inventories relied on by the
state for the updated submission had
gaps. The Court quoted section
110(a)(2)(B) of the pro-1990 CAA in
support of EPA's disapproval, but did
not provide any interpretation of that
provision. Yet, even if the Court had
interpreted that provision. EPA notes
that it was modified by Congress in
2 O,qfl; thus, this decision has little
bearing on the issue here,.

At issue in Mision Industrial, 547
F.2d 123, was the definition of
"emissions limitation," not whether
section 1 10 requires the state to

demonstrate how all areas of the state
will attain and maintain the NAAQS as
part oftheir infrastructure SIPs. The
language from the opinion the
Commenter quotes does not interpret
but rather merely describes section
11 O(a)(2)(A). The Commenter does not
raise any concerns about whether the
measures relied on by the
Commonwealth in the infrastructure
SIPs are, "omissions limitations" and the
decision in this case has no bearing
here. 7 In Mont, Sulphur & Chem. Co.,
666 F,3d 1174, the Court was not
reviewing an inh'astructure SiP, but
rather EPA's disapproval of a SIP and
promulgation of a federal
implementation plan {FIP) 'after a long
history of the stale failing to submit an
adequate SIP in response to EPA's
finding under section 110(k)(5) that the
previously approved SIP was
substantially inadequate to attain or
maintain the NAAQS. The Court cited
generally to sections 107 and
110(a)(2)[A) of the, CAA for the,

proposition that SIPs should assure
attainment and maintenance of NAAQS
through emission llmitntions, hut this
language was not part of the Court's
holding in the case, which focused
instead on whether EPA's finding of SIP
inadequacy, disapproval of the state's
required responsive attainment
demonstration under section 110{k}(5},
and adoption of a remedial FIY under
section 110(c) were lawful. The
Commenter suggests that Alaska Dept.
ofEnvtl. Conservation, 540 U.S. 461,
stands for the proposition that the 1990
CAA Amendments do not alter how
courts interpret section 11 O. This claim
is inaccurate. Rather, the Court quoted
section 110(a)[2)(A), which, as noted
previously, differs from the pre-1990
version of that provision and the Court

While the Commente• does contend that the
Commonwealth shouldn't be aliowea to rely on
emission reductions t•at were developed for the
prior standards •whtch we address heroin}, 't doo•
not claim that any of tile measures are not
"amt.•stons ltmltatlona" wtthln the daftnttlon of the
CAA.
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made nu mention of the changed
language. Furthermore, the Commenter
also quotes the Cottrl's statement that
"SIPs must include certain measures
Congress specified." but that statement
specifically referenced the requirenrent
in section 110(a)(2}(C], which requires
an enforcement pregrnm and a program
for the regulation of the modification
and construction of new sources.
Notably, at issue in that case was the
state's "new source," permitting
program, not its infrastructure SIP.

Two or the other cases the Comamnter
cites, Mich. Dept. ofEnvd. QuaBly. 230
F.Bd 181, and Hall, 273 F.3d 1146,
interpret CAA section 110(1), the
provision governing"revisions" to
plans, and not the initial plan
submission requirement under section
110(a){2) for a new or revised NAAQS,
such as the i•ffrastructure SIP at issue in
this instance, ha thuse cases, Ihe courJs
cited te section 110(a)(2}(A} solely for
the purpose of providing a brief
background of the CAA.

EPA does not believe any of these
enact decisions addressed required
measures for infrastructure SIPs and
believes nothing in the opinions
addressed whether infi'astruclure SIPs
need to contain measures to ensure,
attainment and maintenance of the
NAAQS.

4. EPA Regulalions, Such as 40 CI,'R
51.112[a)

Comment 4: The Commenter cites to
40 CFR 51.112(a}, providing that "[elach
plan must demonstrate that the
measures, rules and regulations
contained in it are adequate to provide
f,•r the timely attainment and
maintenance of the rNAAQSI." The
Commenter asserts that. th•s regulation
requires infrastructure SIPs to include
emissions limits necessary to ensure
attainment and maintenance of the
NAAQS. The Commenter states that the
provisions of 40 CFR 51.112 are not
limited to nonattainnlent SIPs and
inslead applies to infrastructure SIPs
which ate required to attain and
maintain the NAAQS in areas not
designated nonattainment The
Commenter relies on a statement in the
preamble to the 1986 action
restructuring and consolidating
provisions in part 51, in which EPA
slated that "till is beyond the scope r,r
th[is| rtdemaking to address the
provisions of Part 13 of the Act..." 53
FR 40656, 40656 (November 7, 1986).
The Commenter asso'ts 40 CFR
51.112[a) identifies the plans to which
it applies as those that implement the
NAAQS.

l{esponse 4: The Cam.mentor's
reliance on 40 CI,'R 51.112 to support its

argument that infrastructure SIPs must
contain emission limits adequate to
ensure attainment and maintenance of
the NAAQS is not supported. As an
initial matter. EPA notes this regulatory.
provision was initially pronmlgated and
later restructured and consolidated prior
to the CAA Amendments of 1990, in
which Congress removed all references
to "attainment" in section 110(a1(2](A1.
And, it is clear on its face that 40 CI,'R
51.112 applies to plans specifically
designed to attain the NAAQS. EPA
interprets these provisions tO apply
when states are developing"control
strategy" SIPs such as the derailed
attainment and maintenance plans
required under other provisions of the
CAA, as amended in 1977 and again in
1990, such as sections 175A, 181-182,
and 191-192. The Commenter suggests
that these provisions must apply to
secLion 110 SIPs because in the
preamble to EPA's action "restructuring
and consolidating" provisions in part
51, ISPA stated that the new attaimnent
demonstration provisions in the 1977
Amendments to the CAA were "beyond
the scope" of the rulemaking. It is
important to note, however, that CPA's
action in 198fi was not to establish new
substantive planning requirements, but
rather was meant merely to consolidate
and restructure provisions that had
previously been promulgated. I•PA
noted that it had already issued
guidance addressing the new "Part D"
attainment planning obligations. Also,
as to maintenance regulations, EPA
expressly stated that il was not making
any revisions other than to re-number
those provisions. 51 FR 40657.

Although EPA was explicit that it was
not establishing requirements
interpreting the provisions of new "Pm't
D" of the CAA, it is clear that the
regulations being restructured and
consolidated were intended to address
control strategy plnns. In the preamble,
EPA clearly stated that 40 CFR 51.112
was replacing 40 CFR 51.13 ["Control
strategy: SO,, and PM (portion)"), 51.14
("Control strategy: CO, HC, Ox and NO2
(portion}"}, 51.80 ("Demmlstration of
attainment: Pb {portion)"), and 51.82
("Air quality data [portion)"). Id. at
40660. Thus, the present-day 40 CI"R
51.112 contains consolidated provisions
that are focused on control strategy SIPs,
and the infrastructure SIP is not such a
plan.

5. EPA Interpretations in Other
Rulemakings

Comment 5: The Commenter also
references a prior EPA rulemaking
action where EPA disapproved a SIP
and claims that action •hows EPA relied
on section 110(a}(2)(A) and 40 CI,'R

51.112 to reject the SIP. The Commenter
points In a 2006 partial approval and
partial disapproval of revisions to
Missouri's existing control strategy
plans addressing the 502 NAAQS. The
Commenler claims EPA cited section
110(a)(2)[A) r,Jr disapproving a revision
to the state plan on the basis that the
State failed to demonstrate the SIP was
sufficient to ensttre maintenance of the
SO2 NAAQS after revision of an
emission limit and claims EPA cited to
40 CFR 51.112 as requiring that a plan
demonstrates the rules in a SIP are
adequate to attain the NAAQS. The
Commentor claims the revisions to
Missouri's control strategy SIP for SO•
were reiecled by I':PA because the
revised control strategy limits were also
in Missouri's infrastructure SIP and thus
the weakened limit• would have
impacted the infrastructure SIP's ability
to aid in attaining and maintaining the
NAAQS.

Response 5: EPA does not agree that
the prior Missouri rulemakh•g action
referenced by the Commenler
establishes how EPA reviews
infrastructure SIPs. It is clear from the
final Missouri rule that EPA was not
reviewing initial infrastructure SIP
submissions under section 110 of the
CAA, but rather reviewing revisions that
would make an already approved SIP
designed to demonsu'ate attainment of
the NAAQS less stringent. EPA's partial
approval and partial disapproval of
revisions to restrictions on emissions of
sulfur compounds for the Missouri SIP
in 71 I,'R 12623 addressed a control
strategy SIP and not an infrastructure
SIP. Nothing in that action addresses the
necessary, content of the initial
infrastructure SIP for a n.ew or revised
NAAQS.
C, Sierra Club Comments' on
Pennsylvania SIP SOn Emission Limits

The Commenter contends that the
Pennsylvania 2008 ozone and 2010 SO2
infrastructure SIP revisions did not
revise the existing ozone precursor
emission limits and S02 emission limits
in response to the 2008 ozone and 2010
SO,, NAAQS and fail to comport with
assorted CAA requirements for ,SIPs to
establish enforceable emission limits
that are adequate to prohibit NAAQS
exceedances in areas not designated
nonallainment. EPA will address SO-,
colnlnents and ozone colnlnents
res2ectively.

i.ommont 6: Citing section
110[a){2)[A) of the CAA, the Commenter
contends that EPA may not approve
Pennsylvania's proposed 2010 SO2
infrastructure SIP because it does not
include enforceable 1-hour SO-.
emission limits for sources currently
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allowed to cause "NAAQf!
exceedances." The Commenter asserts
the proposed infrastructure SIP fails to
include enforceable 1-hour S02
emissions limits or other required
measures to ensure attMnment and
maintenance of the S02 NAAQS in areas
not designated nonattainment as the
Commenter claims is required by
section 110(a)(2}(A]. The Commenter
asserts an infrastructure SIP must

ensure, through state-wlde rcgu latians
or source specific requirements, proper
mass limitations and emissions rates
with short term averaging on specific
large sources of pollutants such as
power plants. The Conmaenter asserts
that emission limits are especially
importnnt for mooting the I -hour S02
NAAQS because SO2 impacts are
strongly source-oriented. The
Commenter states coal-fired electric
generating units (EGUs} are large
contributors to S02 emissions but
contends Pennsylvania did not
demc,nstrale that emissions allowed by
the proposed infrastructure SIP from
such large sources of SO: will ensure
compliance with the 2010 1-hour S02
NAAQS. The Commonter claims the
proposed infrastructure SIP would
allow major sources to continue
operating with present emission limits. 8

The Commenter Ihen refers to air
dispersion modeling it conducted for
five coal-fired EGUs in Pennsylvania.
including Brunner Island Steam Electric
Station, Montour Steam Electric Station,
Cheswick Power Station, New Castle
Power Plant, and Shawville Coal Plant.
The Commenter assorts the results of the
air dispersion modeling it conducted
employing EPA's AI•dVlOD program for
modeling used the plants' allowable
emissions and showed the plants could
cause exceedances of the 2010 S02
NAAQS with allowable emissions. •

Based on the modeling, the Cam,nester
asserts the Pennsylvania SO:
infrastructure SIP submittal authorizes
the ECUs to cause exceednnces of the
NAAQS with allowable emission rates
and therefore the infrastructure SIP fails
to include adequate enforceable
emission limitations or other required
measures for sources of SO2 sufficient to
erasure attainment and maintenance of
the 2010 SO.. NAAQS.'° The

'l'}lt." Coti:.um[l.l_t•r providc• u ub.•Ja'k ill ItS
trommunts cla;.mktg 80 purcem of SL)2 I.•d,lissiOLLS ill
Po.'-msytvanle are Item coal-electric generating units
based oi". 2011 data.

The ComuaenCe± ussurts iLS modt,littg lollowud
prottu:.ols pin, tram to 40 Gt"R pax'L 51, Appendix W
a•td EPA's modulLug guidauce issutu2 Mm.•;l 2011
and Dee,ember 20121.

•o The CdlTl•n'leTqter •[s3tl'l l-afB'r•n•o.'• 40 CFR
5"1.112 in mlpport of lt• posttlon that the
ia£rusLt'uctm't" SIP titus' include emissiott lknits for'

Commanter therefore asserts EPA must
disapprove Pmmsylvania's proposed
2010 SO2 infrastructure SIP revision. In
addition, the Commenter asserts "EPA
may only approve an I-SIP that
incorporates mfforceable enfission
linfitations on major sources of SO:
pollution in the state, including coal-
fired power plants, with one-hour
averaging times that are no less stringent
than the modeling based limits...
necessm'y to protect the one-hour SO2
NAAQS and attain and maintain the
standard in Pennsylvania. These
emissien limits must apply at all times
¯ . . to ensure that Pennsylvania is able
to attain and maintain the 2010 SO,

NAAQS." The Commenter claimed
additional modeling for two EGUs,
Brunner Island and Montaur, dana with
actual historical hourly 502 emissions
show these facilities have actually been
causing "exceedances of the NAAQS"
while operating pursuant to existing
emission limits which the Commenter
claims Pennsylvania included as part of
the SO2 infrastructure SIP submission.
The Commenter also asserts that any
coal-fired units slated for retirement
should be incorporated into the
infrastructure SiP with an enforceable
emission limit or control measure¯

Response 6: EPA disagrees with the
Commenter that EPA must disapprove
Pennsylvania's SO2 infrastructure SIP
for the reasons provided by the
Commenter including the Commenter's
modeling results and insufficient S02
emission limits. EPA is not in this
action making a determination regarding
the Commonwealth's eun'ent air quality
status or mgmxting whether its control
strategy is sufficient to attain and
maintain the NAAQS. Therefore, EPA is
not making may judgment on whether
the Cemmenter's submitted modeling
demonstrates the NAAQS exceedances
that the Commenler claims. EPA
believes that section 110(a)(2)[A} af the
CAA is reasonably interpreted to require,
states to submit infrastructure SiPs that
reflect the first step in their planning for
attainment and maintenance of a new or
revised NAAQS. These SIP revisions
shotdd contain a demonstration that the
stale has the available tools and
authority t,:) develop and implement
plans to attain and maintain the NAAQS
and shaw that the SIP has enforceable
control measures. In light of the
structure of the CAA, EPA's long-
standing position regarding
infrastructure SIPs is that they are
general planning SIPs to ensure that the
state has adequate resources and
authority to implement a NAAQS in

attain moot and maintenance of the 2o10 SO2
NAAQS.

general throughout the state and not
detailed attainment and maintenance
plans for each individual area of the
state. As mentim3ed above, EPA has
interpreted this to mean, with regard to
the requirement for emission limitations
that states may rely on measures ah'eady
in place to address the pollutant at issue
or any new control measures that the
stole may choose to submit.

As stated in response to a previous
mare general comment, section 1 10 of
the CAA is only one provision that is
part ,:)f the complicated structure
governing implementalion of the
NAAQS program under the CAA, as
amended in 1990, and it must be
interpreted in the context of not only
that structure, but also of the historical
evolution of that structure. In light of
the revisions to section 110 since 1070
and the later-promtdgated and more
specific planning requirements of the
CAA, EPA reasonably interprets the
requirement in section llO(a)(2)(A) of
the CAA that the plan provide for
"implementation, maintenance and
enforcement" to mean that the SIP must

contain enforceable emission limits that
will aid in attaining ancUer maintaining
the NAAQS and that the
Commonwealth demonstrate that it has
the necessary tools to implement and
enforce a NAAQS, such as adequate
state pemonnel and an enforcement
program. As discussed above, EPA has
interpreted the requirement for emission
limitations in section 110 to mean that
the state may rely on measures already
in place to address the pollutant at issue
or any new control measures that the,

state may choose to submit. Finally, as
EPA stated in the Infrastructure SIP
Guidance which specifically provides
guidance 1o states in addressing the
2010 SO2 NAAQS and the 2008 Ozone
NAAQS, "It]he conceptual purpose of
an infrastructure SIP submission is to
assure that the air agency's SIP contains
the necessary structural requirements
for the new or revised NAAQS, whether
by establishing that the SIP already
contains the necessary provisions, by
making a substantive SIP revision to
update the SIP, or both." Infrastructure
SIP Guidance at p. 2.

On April 12, 2012, EPA explained its
expectations regarding implementation
of the 2010 SO: NAAQS via letters to
each of the slates. I'.'PA communicated
in thp, April 2012 letters that all states

were expected to submit SIPs mooting
the "infrastructure" SIP requirements
trader seclion 110(a)(2) of the CAA by
June 2011. At the, time, EPA was
undertaking a stakeholder outreach
process to continue to develop possible
approaches for determining at taimnen t
status under the S02 NAAQS and
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implementing this NAAQS, EPA was
abundantly clear in the April 2012
letters that EPA did not expect sLaLes to
submit substantive attainment
demonstrations or modeling
demonstralions showing attainment for
areas not designated nonattaimnent in
infrastructure SIPs due in June 2013.
Although EPA had previously suggested
in its 2010 SO2 NAAQS preamble and
in prior ch'al't implementation guidance
in 2011 that states should, in the unique
SO2 context, use the seL'tion 110[a} SIP
process as the velficle for demonstrating
attainment of the NAAQS, this approach
was never adopted as a hindhlg
requirement and was subsequently
cliscarcted in Ihe April 2012 letters It-,

states. The April 2012 letters
recommended states focus infrastructure
SIPs due in June 2013, such as
Pennsylvania's SO.. infrastructure SIP,
on traditional "inh'astructure elements"
in section 1 10(a1(1 ) and (2) rather than
on modeling demonstrations for future
attaJmnent for areas not designated as
nona t t ainmen t. • •

Therefore, EPA asserts that
evaluations of modeling demonstrations
such as those submitted by the
Com,nenler are more appropriately to be
considered in actions that make,

:l In EPA's final See NAAQS preamble (75 FR
35520 [Juno 22,21110)) and subsequent dm|•
guldar¢• t1: March and Septeml:lFir 2011, RPA had
expressed its sxpectatton that many areas would tm
initially designated as unc!asstflable due to
li:uitutious in lht." scope O.F the umbiutfl l!IOlii|Ol'Jlig
tmLwork and Lht• short Liflm available [mful*.• whi(Jh
states cimld conduct modeling to SUplmrt tll•h'
designations r'ac•ommenc]atians dim in ]lille 2fl'11. In
order to address concerns about potential violations
in thee unclesslflabla areas. I•A initially
l•:vomumttded dual sLutt• submit substuativu
attui:unenL dcmonsLtulion SIPs based on ai:' quulity
modeling by Jun• 2013 [under sectlon "11 fl['a]] that
show how thetr ileclassiflahle an•s weald attain
and maintatn the NAAQS •n the fuhlr•.
lmpl•mentz•tiol• of the 2010 Prbno,y l-Hem; 5t-•
MAAQS, Dra• Whi• Paperfor D•cus•Jan, May
2012 •20"12 Dr•ft Whtte Paptm'] (for dlseusslon
purt•o,•,s wtth Stakeholders at meetings tn May and
June 2012), avallalfle at http://www.epo.gov/
mnlm•lityZ•ldfurdioxide/implem•nt.html. Howawr,
HPA cloal'ly .•tatod In thts 2012 Draft White Paper
Its clmtfled h•3plnmen'ratlnn posqtnn that It was no
]ongm" rRca3mmerdtng such atta1"•mnnt
demonstrations tar unclasslflaate ar•s tar June
20ta infrastructure SIPs. Id. EPA had stated in the
preamble [e the NAAQS and in the pflor 2011 drat't
guidance that EPA Intended to develop and seek
public comment on guidance tar modeling and
development of SIPs for sectlons llO and 191 of the
CAA. Section 191 of the CAA requires states to
submit SIPs In accordance with section 172 for
m'ees designated nonattainment with •e SO•
NAAQS. ARer seeking such comment, EPA has now
issued guidance for the nonartainment area SIPs
dtte ptu'suunl to sc'cdoas 191 mid 172, Sw' Uuidunct,.
for 1-11o ur SO2 NCJll•ItlU,iZlII'It,'II l Art'a SI•
Subatissions. Stephutl l.). Page, Dh•tol', 'I•A's
Office of Ah Qttalily Plunnir.B and S 'ta•dm'ds, to

Ru•ut•al Air Division Dimctuz• l,k•bi.ons 1-10, April
23, 2014. In Dapttun•y.n" 2013, 'I•PA bud p*•wiously
issued spuuific g,,'dlxm:e rulcva•zL to infrustrucLuzu
SIP sublzfi•siuns duc fur the NAAQS, including the
20*0 SO2 NAA(.•S. Sc'c lttkusttuc'tu• SIP Guidalice.

determinations regarding states' current
air quality status or regarding futLtre air
quality status. EPA also asserts that SIP
revisions for SO,_ nonattainment areas
including measures and modeling
demonstrating attainment are due by the
dates statutorily prescribed uuder
subpart 5 under part D. Those
submissions are due no later than 18
months after an area is designed
nonattainment for sea, under CAA
section 101 (a). Thus, the CAA directs
states to submit these SIP requirements
that are specific for nonauaimnent areas
on a separate schedule from the
"structural requirements" of 110{a}(2)
which are due within three years of
aduplion or revision of a NAAQS and
which apply statewide. The
infrastructure SIP submission
requirement does not move up the date
for any required submission of a part D
plan for areas designated nonattainment
for the new NAAQS. Thus, elements
relating to demonstrating attainment for
areas not attaining the NAAQS are not
necessary for infrastructure SIP
submissions, and the CAA does not
provide explicit requirements for
demonstrating attainment for areas that
have nol yet been designated regarding
attainment with a particular NAAQS.
As stated previously, EPA believes

that the proper inquiry at this juncture
is whether Pennsylvania has met the
basic structural SIP requirements
appropriate at the point in time EPA is
acting upon the infrastructure submittal.
Emissions limitations and other control
measures needed to attain the NAAQS
in areas designated nonattalnment far
that NAAQS are due on a different
schedule from the section 110
infmstrttctttre elements. A state, like
Pennsylvania, may rofbrence pro-
existing SIP emission limits or other
rules contained in part D plans for
previous NAAQS in an infrastructure
SIP submission. Pennsylvania's existing
rules and emission reduction measures
in the SIP that control emissions of SO•
were discussed in the TSD. These
provisions have the ability to reduce
SO,_ overall. Although the Pennsylvania
SIP relies on measures and programs
used to implement previous 802
NAAQS, these provisions are not
limited to reducing SO• levels to meet
one specific NAAQS and will continue
to provide benefits for the 2010 SO2
NAAQS.

Additionally, as discussed in EPA's
TSD supporting the NPR, Pennsylvania
has the ability to revise its SIP when
necessary (e.g. in the event the
Administrator finds the plan to be
substantially inadequate to attain the
NAAQS or otherwise meal all
applicable CAA requirements} as

required under element H of section
110(a)(2). See Section 4(1} or the APCA,
35 P.S. § 4004[1}, which empowers
PADEP to implement the provisions of
the CAA. Section 5 of the APCA, 35 P.S.
§ 4005, authorizes the 'l•nvironmental
Quality Board {EQB} to adopt rules and
regulations for the pr•'ention, control,
reduction and abatement of air pollution
throughout the Commonwealth.

EPA believes the requirements for
emission reduction measures for an area
designated nonattainment for the 2010
primary SO2 NAAQS are in sections 172
and 191-192 of the CAA, and therefore,
the appropriate avenue for
implementing requirements for
necessary emission limitations for
demonstrating attainment with the 2010
S02 NAAQS ;s through the attainment
planning process contemplated by those
sections of the CAA. On August 5, 2013,
EPA designated as nonatlainmenl most
areas in locations where exislblg
monitoring data from 2009-2011
indicated violations of the a-hour SO=
standard. 78 FR 47191. At that time.
four areas in Pennsylvania had
monitoring data from 2009-2011
indicating violations of the 1-hour SO:
standard, and these areas were
designated nonattainment in
Pennsylvania. See 40 CFR 81.339. Also
on March 2, 2015 the United States
District Court for the Northern District
of California entered a Consent Decree
among the EPA. Sierra Club and Natural
Resources Defense Council to msulve
litigation concerning the deadline for
completing designations for the 2010
SO2 NAAQS. Put.,suant to the terms of'
the Consent Decree, EPA will complete
addition',d designations for all
remaining areas of the country
including remaining areas in
Pennsylvania.•z

For the four areas designated
nonattaimnent in Pennsylvania in
August 2013, attainment SiPs were due
by April 4, 2015 and must contain
demonstrations that the areas will attain
the 2010 SO2 NAAQS as expeditiously
as practicable, but no later than October
4, 20t8 pursuant to sections 1 72, 191
and 1•2, including a plan for
enforceable measures to reach
attainm(mt of the NAAQS. Simi h,r
attainment planning SIPs fbr any
additional areas which EPA
subseqt,ently designates nonattainment
with the 2010 S02 NAAQS will be due
for such areas within the timeframes
specified in CAA section 191. EPA

•.• The Consent Decree, entered March ;', nO15 by
the United States District Court for the Northern
District of Cal'forrlla In Rlerni Club end NT1FX7 v.
RPA, Case 3:13..tt,v-0305.1-Sl [N.D. Cal.) •s avattab]e
at http:tlwww.epa.goviairrpmlityl•n{flwdioxid•/
(tt:si4;ttalion s/pdfs'/2015031qn alCout'lOz'dct:p dr.
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believes it is not appropriate to interpret
the overall section 110(a)(2}
infrastructure SiP obligation to require
bypassing the attainment planning
process by imposing separate
requirements outside the attainment
planning process. Such actions would
be disruptive and premature absent
exceptional drcumstances and would
interfere with a state's planning process.
See In the Matter of ,F_2VlE 11omer City
Generation LP and First Energy
Generation Corp., Order on Petitions
Number's [11-2012-06, HI-2012-07, and
[11 2013-O1 (July 30, 2014} (hereafter,
Homer City/Mansfield Order) at 10-19
(finding Pennsylvania SIP did not
require imposition of 1-hour SO2
emission limits on sources indel:•ndent
of the part D attainment plarming
process contemplated by the CAA). EPA
believes that the history of the CAA and
intent of Congress for the CAA as
descrl bo.d above demonstrate clearly
that it is within the section 172 and
general part D attainment planning
process that Pennsylvania must include
1-hour SO2 emission limits on sources,
where needed, for the four areas
designated nonattainmant to reach
attainment with the 2010 1-hour SO2
NAAQS and for any additional areas
EPA may subsequently designate
nonattain.ment.

The Commenter's reliance on 40 CFR
51.112 to support its argtunent that
infrastructure. SiPs must contain
emission limit• adequate to provide for
timely attainment and maintenance of
the standm'd is also not supported. As
explained prcvlously in response to the
background comments, EPA notes this
regulatory provision applies to planning
SiPs, such as those demonstrating how
an area will attain a specific NAAQS
and not to infrastructure SIPs which are
intended to support that the states have
in place structural requirements
necessary to implement the NAAQS.

As noted in EPA's preamble tbr the
2010 SLh NAAQS, determining
compliance with the SO2 NAAQS will
likely be a source-driven analysis and
ErA has explored options to ensure that
the SO: designations process
realistically accounts for anticipated
SO: re.ductless at sources that we
expect will be achieved by current and
pending national and regional rules, See
75 I,'R 35520. As mentioned previously,
ErA will act. in accordance with the
entered Consent De•ee's schedule for
conducting additional designations for
the 2010 SO.. NAAQS and any areas
designated nonattainment must moot
the applicable part D requirements fbr
these areas. However, because the
purpose of an infrastructure SiP
submission is for more general planning

purposes, ErA does not believe
Pennsylvania was obligated during this
infrastructure SIP planning process to
account for controlled SO,. levels at
individual sources. See llomer City/
Mansfield Order at 10--10.

Regarding the air dispersion modeling
conducted by the Commenter pursuant
to AERMOD for the coal-fired plants
including the Brunner Island, Montour,
Cheswick, Now Cantle and Shawville
facilities, ErA does not find the
modeling information relevant at this
time for review of an infrastructure SIP.
While ErA has extensively discussed
the use of modeling for attainment
demonstration purposes and for
designations, ErA has affirmatively
stated such modeling wan not needed to
demonstrate attainment for the SO2
infrastructure SIPs under the 2010 S02
NAAQS. See April 12, 2012 letters to
states regarding S02 implementation
and hnplemealalioa of the 2010 Primary
1-11our SO2 NAAQS, Draft White Paper
for Discussion, May 2012, available at
http://www.epa.gov/airquality/
snlfiJrdioxide/implement.html. 1•

EPA has proposed a Data
Requirements Rule which, if
promulgated, will be relevant to the SO2
designations process. Stxo, e.g., 70 FR
27446 (May 13, 2014) (proposing
process by which state air agencies
would characterize air quality around
SO_, sources through ambient
monitoring and/or air quality modeling
techniques and submit such data to the
•PA}. The proposed rule includes a
lengthy discussion of how EPA
anticipates addressing modeling that
informs do.terminations of states' air
quality status under the 2010 SO2
NAAQS, As stated above,, EPA believes
it is not appropriate to bypass the
attainment planning process by
imposing separate attainment planning
process requiremenls outside part D and
into the inh'astructure SIP process.

Finally, EPA also disagrees with the
Commenter that the Pennsylvania
infrastructure SIP must, to be approved,
incorporate the planned retirement
dates of coal-fi•d EC,IIs to ensure
attainment and mainte,nance of the 802
NAAQS. Because ErA does not believe
Pennsylvania's infrastructure SIP
requires at this time 1-hour SO.-
emission limits on these sources or
other large stationary sources to ensure

a'KPA lu•_,; provided theft ,•uit•nt:t• lot' stutus
rt,gmding tnodt•liug aaulys• to SttllpOl't Lhe
designations process for the 2010 SO2 NAAQS. see
NAAQS Desig•nations Modetiang Technical
Assistance Document (droflL EPA Office of Air ant
Radiation and OfflcJa nf Air Quay ty Planning and
Standards, December 2013, available at http://
v,•',v.epa.gov/ainlualityZcnlfiJrdmxid•/
implemcnl.hl•d.

attainment or maintenance or "prevent
•ceedances" of the 2010 S02 NAAQS,
ErA likewise does not believe
incorporaling planned retirement dates
5Jr SO2 emitters is necessary fi_,r our
approval of an infrastructure SIP which
we have explained meets the structm,'n]

requirements of section 110(a){21.
Pennsylvania can address any SO2
emission reductions that may be needed
to attain the 2010 802 NAAQS,
including reductions through sottrce

retirements, ha the separate attainment
planning process of part D of title I of
the CAA fbr areas designated
nonattalnmant.

In conclusion, ErA disagrees with the
Commenter's statements that ErA must
disapprove Pennsylvania's
infrastructure SIP submission because it
does not establish specific enforceable
SO2 emission limits, either on coal-flred
EGUs or other large S02 sources, in
order to demonstrate attainment and
maintenance with the NAAQ,q at this
time. z•

Comment 7: The Gommenter asserts
that modeling is the appropriate tool for
evaluating adequacy of infrastructure
SiPs and ensuring attainment and
maintenance of the 2010 SO2 NAAQS.
The Commanter refers to EPA's historic
use, of air dispersion modeling for
attainment designations as well am "SIP
revisions." The Commenter cites to
prior EPA statements that lhe Agency
has used modeling for designations and
attainment demonstrations, including
statements in the 2010 SO2 NAAQS
preamble, EPA's 2012 Draft White Paper
for Discussion on Implementing the
2010 SO2 NA•QS, and a 1994 SO2
Guideline Document, as modeling could
better address the soarce-specific
impacts of SO2 emissions and histo,'ic
challenges from monitoring SO2
emissions.•5

The Commenter also cited to several
cases upholding EPA's use of modeling
in NAAQS implementation actions,
including the Montana Sulphur case,
Sierra Club v. Costle, 65z 1".2d 298 (D.C.
Cir. 1081), Republic Steel Corp. v.
Costle, 621 F.2d 797 (6th Cir. 1.180), and
Catawba Countyv. EPA, 573 F.3d 20

•4 l"kmlly, EPA do• not disug•,t•., wilt1 tt•
Commt'.ttLt•.r's t:haiua that t:uul 3.ted l.•Gtls art'. a lta'gc
source of SOz emtsstons in Pennsylvania tms• on
the 2011 N'E[. Howe'er, EPA does not• that
this information Is relevant to our ap•rovai of the
tnf'easlrtmturo SIP which EPA has explained mrs,eta
roqutr•man ts tn CA A .•tt nn '11 Ofa} {2}.

I.s "l'b.t• (.kammtm.ttu- ulso titus to u 1983 'l:•"A
Memorandum on section 107 designations poEcy
reRarding use of modelt•R tbr de•tgnalions and to
the 201Z Mont. Sulphur & Chem. Co. case which
upheld EPA's finding that the pravtou.•ly approved
SIP for an ar•a •n Montana was sub.,•tantlal]y
inadequate to attain the NAAQS due to modeled
violations of the NAAQ5.
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(D.C, Cir. 2009).• The Commenter
discusses statements made by EPA st'aft
regarding the use of modeling and
monitoring in selling emission
limitations or determi•fing ambient
concentrations as a result of n source's
emissions, discussing porfbrrnance of
AERMOD as a model, if AERMOD is
capable of predicting whether the
NAAQS is attained, and whether
individual sources contribute to SO.•
NAAQS violalinns. The Cemmenler
ciles to EPA's history of employing air
dispersion modeling k,r Increment
compliance verifications in the
permitting process for the Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (PSD} program
required in part C of Title I oft_he CAA.
The Commenter claims several coal-
fired EGUs including Brunner Island,
Munlour, Cheswick, New Castle, and
Shawville are examples or sources
located in elevated terrain where the
AERMOD model functions
appropriately in cwaluating ambient
impacts.

The Commenter asserts EPA's use of
air dispersion modeling was upheld in
GenOa BEMA, LLCv. EPA, 722 F.3d 513
(3rd Cir. 2013) where an EGU
challenged EPA's use of CAA section
126 to inlpose SO: emission limits on a
source due to cross-state impacm. The
Commenter clMms the. Third Circuit in
GenOa ItEMA upheld EPA's aclioos
after examining the record which
included EPA's air dispersion modeling
of the one source as well as other data.

The Commenter cites to Vehicle Mfrs.
Ass"n v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co,.
463 U.S. 29,43 [1983) and NRDCv. EPA,
571 l,'.3d 1245, 1254 (D.C. Cir. 2009) for
Ihe genera] propc•sition that il would be
arbitrary mad capricious k,r an agency to
ignore an aspect of an issue placed
before it and that an agency must
consider information presented during
notice-and-comment rulemaking.•7

Finally, the Commenter claims that
Pennsylvania's proposed SOz
infraslruclure SIP lacks emission
limitations into,treed by air dispersion
modeling and therefore fails to ensure
Pennsylvania will attain and maintain
the 2010 SO2 NAAQS. The Commenter
claims EPA must disapprove the SO2
infrastructure SIP as it does not
"prevent exceedances" or ensure
attainment and maintenance of the SO2
NAAQS.

llesponse 7: EPA agrees with the
O:anmenler that air dispersion
modeling, such as AERMOD, can be an

"• Mozllana SU}[Jhuz' & •hcll, ittai Co, v. 'l•d•A, 1566
F.3d 1174 •9th Cir. 20i2].
• The C.omnlenter also clatrns it ratsed stroller

argument• to Pann.qylvnnia din'lag the Pann.qylvanta
ploposal pluccss for the Lot.us d'LtC[tU'C SIPS.

important tool in the CAA section 107
designaLions process for S02 and in
developing SIPs for nonattainment areas
as required by sections 172 and I gl-

192, including supporting required
attainment demonstrations. EPA agrees
that prior PD•A slatements, EPA
guidance, and case law support the use
of air dispersion modeling in the SO2
designations process and attainment
demonstration process, as well as in
analyses of the interstate impact of
transported emissions and whether
existing approved SIPs remain adequate
Lo show attaiument and maintenance of
the. SO2 NAAQS. However, as provided
in the previous responses, EPA
disagrees with the Commenter Ihat EPA
musl disapprove lhe Pennsylvania SO2
infrastructure SIP for its alleged failure
to include source-specific SO= emission
limits that show no exceedances of the
NAAQS when modeled or ensure
attainment and maintenance of the
NAAQS,

In acting to approve or disapprove an
infrastructure SiP, 'I•A is nol reqtdred
to make. findings regardh•g current air
quality status of areas within the state,
regarding such area's projected future
air quality stalus, or regarding whether
existing emissions limits in such area
are sufficient to meet a NAAQS in the
area. All of the actions the Commenter
cites, instead, do make findings
regarding at least one of those issues.
The attainment planning process
detailed in part D of the CAA, including
sections 172 and 191-192 attainment
SIPs, is the appropriate place k,r the
state to evaluate measures needed to
bring in-state nonattainment areas into
attainment with a NAAQS and to
impose additional emission limitations
such as SO2 emission limits on specific
sources.
EPA had initially recommended that

stales submit substantive attainment
demonstration SiPs based on ah" quality
modeling in the final 2010 SO2 NAAQS
preamble (75 FR 355201 and in
subsequent draft guidance issued in
September 2011 for the section 110{a)
SIPs due in June 2013 in order to show
how areas then-expected to be
designated as unclassifiable would
attain and maintain the NAAQS. These
initial statements in the preamble and
2011 draft guidance, presented only in
the context ,-,f the uew 1-hour 802
NAAQS and not suggested as a matter
of general infrastructure SIP policy,
were based on EPA's expectation at the
time, that by June 2012, most m'eas
would initially be designated as
unclasslfiahle due to limitations in the
scope of the ambient monitoring
network and the short Lime available
befi)re which stales could conduct

modeling to support designations
recommendations in 2011. However,
afler conducting extensive stakeholder
outreach and receiving comments from
the states regarding these initial
statemenls and the timeline for
implementing the NAAQS, I,:PA
subsequently stated in the April 1 2,
2012 letters and in the 2012 Draft White
Paper that SPA was clarifying its 2010
SO-.. NAAQS implementation position
and was no longer recommending such
attainment demonstrations supported by
air dispersion modeling figr
unclassifiable areas (which had not yet
been designated) for the June 2013
infrastructure SIPs. Instead. EPA
explained Ihal il expecled slates to
submit infi'astructtu'e SIPs thai followed
the general policy EPA had applied
under other NAAQS. EPA then
reaffirmed this position in the l,'ebruary
6, 2013 [ne,norandum, "Next Steps for
Area Designations and Implementation
of the Sulfur Dioxide National Ambient
Air Quality Standard." .•8 As previously
mentioned, KPA had staled in the
preamble to the NAAQS and in the prior
2011 draft guidance that EPA intended
to dovNop and seek public comment on
guidance for modeling and development
of SIPs for sections 110, 172 and 191-
192 of the CAA. After receiving such
further comment, EPA has now issued
guidance for the nonattainment area
SIPs due pursuant to sections 172 and
191 192. S• April 23, 2014 Guidance
for 1 -llour S02 NonaUainment Area SIP
Submissions. [n addiliun, modeling may
be an appropriate consideration for
states and EPA in further designations
for the SO: NAAQS in accordance with
the Sierra Club and NRDC Consent
Decree and proposed data requirements
rule mentioned previously, 19 While the
PAPA guidance for attainment SIPs and
for designations for CAA section 107
and proposed process for characterizing
802 emissions from larger sources
discuss the use ofalr dispersion
modeling, EPA's 2013 Infrastructure SIP
Culdance did not suggest that states use

•a The February 6,2013 "Next Steps fnr Al"•a
Pmslgnattnns a'nd Implementatlrm of the Sulfl]r
Dtnxfrle Nat|on•] Ambient Air Qu•!tty Standard."
otto or the April 12, 2012 sta-e lutkcrs, mid the May
2012 Draft White Paper are available ut blip://
www.cpa.go vlah'qualilylstdfu[diu:ddv/
h'nplement,hzmL

•u 'the Consent Dm'rao in S•orro t.luh •nd NBDt2
v. t•PA, Case 3:13-�:v-O3953-S[ (N.D. Ca].) ts
avai:ublv tat hap:/lwww.epu,gov/aitquallly/
sulfurdioxhle/dcMgnatitms/pdfs/
201503l"izml(_,'ourl(h'der.,odf, .Nee 70 l"R 27446
[F_.PA's proposed data requirements rule}. See also
Updated Guidance Jor Ama Designations Jar the
2o10 Primaw SulJur D•..'oxide National Ambient Air
Qnality Stondard, Stephen D. Page, Dtr•-ztor. EPA's
Offtce of Ah' Quality Planntng Standards, March 20,
2015. oval 1able at http:/Iwww.etm.gov/oinluality/
•uJfuntiox2de/pdfs/20150320SOzdcs,ignations.pdf.>
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air dispersion modeling for purposes of
the section 110{a)(2) infrastructure SIP.
Therefore, as discussed previously, EPA
believes the Pennsylvania SO2
in&astructure SIP submittal contains the
structural requiruments to address
elements in section 110Ca)t2) as
discussed in detnll in the TSD
accompanying the proposed approv',d.
EPA believes infrastructure SIPs are
general planning SIPs to ensure that a
state has adequate resources and
authority to implement a NAAQS.
infrastructure SiP submissions are not
intended to act or fulfill the obligations
of a detailed attainment and/or
maintenance plan tbr each individual
area of the state that is not at'mining the
NAAQS. While infrastructure SIPs must
address modeling authorities in general
for section llO(a)(2)(K), EPA believes
110(a)(2)(K) requires infrastructure SIPs
to provide the state's authority for air
quality modallng and for submission of"
modeling dam to EPA, not specific air
dispersion modeling for large stationary
sources of pollutants. In the TSD for this
rulemaking action, EPA provided a
detailed explanation of Pennsylvania's
ability and authority to conduct air
quality modeling when required and its
authority to submit modeling data to the
EPA.

EPA finds the Commenter's
discussion of ease law, guidance, and
EPA staff statements re.garding
advantages of AERMOD as an air
dispersion model for purposes of
demonstrating attainment of the
NAAQS to be irrelevant to the analysis
of Pennsylvania's infrastructure SiP,
which as we have explained is separate
from the SIP ruquirad to demonstrate
attainment of the NAAQS pursuant to
sections 172 or 192. In addition, the
Commenter's comments relating to
EPA's use of AERMOD or modeling in
general in designations pursuant to
section 207, including its citation to
Calzlwbo Courtly, are likewise irrelevant
as EPA's present approval af
Pennsylvania's infrastructure SIP is
unrelated to the section 107
designations process. Nor is EPA's
action on this infrdstructure SIP related
to any new source review [NSR} or PSD
pernfit program issue. As outlined in the
August 23, 2010 clarification memo,
"Applicability ofAppendLx W Modeling
Guidance for the l-hour SO: National
Ambient Air Quality Standard" [U.S.
EPA, 2010a}, AERMOD is the prafhl'rad
modal for single source modeling to
address the 1-hou.r SO-, NAAQS as part
of the NSR/PSD permit programs,
Therefore, as attainment SIPs,
designations, and NSIUPSD actkms are
outside the scope of a required

iIffrastructure SIP for the 2010 SO2
NAAQS fiJr section ll0(a), EPA
provides no further response to the
Commenter's discussion of air
dispersion modeling for these
applications. If the Commenter
resubmits its air dispersion nlodeling for
the Pennsylvania ECIIs, or updated
modeling information in the appropriate
coutext, EPA will addi-ess the
resubmitted modeling or updated
modeling at thai time.

The Commenter correctly noted that
the Third Circuit upheld ISPA's section
126 finding iulposing SO2 emissions
limitations on an ECIJ pursuant to CAA
section 126. GenOa REMA, LLC v. EPA.
722 F.3d 513. Pursuant to section 120,
any state or politicM subdivision may
petition EPA for a finding that any
major source or group of stationary.
sources emits, or would emit, any air
pollutant in violation of the prahibition
of section 1 10{a)(2)[D}(i) which relates
to significant contributions to
nonattainment or interference with
maintenance of a NAAQS in another
state. The Third Circuit upheld EPA's
authority under section 126 and found
EPA's actions neither arbitrary, nor
capricious after reviewing EPA's
supporting docket which included air
dispersion modeling as well as ambient
air monitoring data showing
exceedances of the NAAQS. The
Commenter appears to have cited to this
matter to demonstrnta EPA's use of
modeling for certain aspects of the. CAA.
We do not disagree that such modeling
is appropriate for other actions, such as
those under section 3 26. But, for the
reasons explained above, such modeling
is not required for determining whether
Pennsylvania's infrastructure SIP has
the required structural requirements
pursuant to section 1 10(a)(2). As noted
above, EPA is not acting on an interstate
transport SiP in this actkm because
Pennsylvania has not made such a
submission. The decision in GenOa
Rome does not otherwise speak to the
role of air dispersion modeling as tc, any
other planning requirements in the
CAA.

In its comments, the Commenter
relies on Molor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n and
NRIX'2, v. EPA ta support its comments
that EPA must consider the
Commenter's modeling data on several
Pennsylvania l:•_•[ Is including I]runner

Island, Montour, Chcswick, New Castle,
and Shawville based on administrative
law princSples regarding consideration
of comments provided during a
rulemaklng process. For the reasons
previously explained, the purpose for
which the Commenter submitted the
modeling--namely, to assert that
ctm'ent air quality in the areas in which

those sources are located does not meet
the NAAQ•-is not relevant to EPA's
action on this infrastructure SIP, and
consequently EPA is not required to
consider the modeling in evaluating the
approvabl lily of" the infl'astructura SIP.zu

EPA does not believe infrastructure SIPs
must contain emission limitations
informed by air dispersion modeling in
order to meat the requirements of
section 110(a)(2)(A). Thus, EPA has
evaluated the persuasiveness of the
Commanter's submitted modeling in
finding that it is not relevant to the.
approvability of Pennsylvania's
proposed infrastructure SIP for the, 2010
802 NAAQS, but EPA has made no
judgment regardlag whether the
Commenter's sub,nitted modeling is
sufficient to show violations of the
NAAQS.

While EPA does not believe that
infrastructure SIP submissions are
m.quired to contain emission limits
assuring in-stats attainment of the
NAAQS, as suggested by the
Commenter, EPA does recognize that in
the past. states have, in their disc•Tetion,
used infrastructure SIP submittals as a
'vehicle' for incorporating regulatory
revisions or source-specific enlission
limits into the state's plan. See 7a FR
73442 (December 6, 2013) (approving
regulations Maryland submitted for
incorporation into the SIP along with
the 2008 ozone infrastructure SIP to
address ethics requlmmants for State
Boards in sections 128 and
ll0(a)(2)(E)(ii}). While these SIP
revisions are intended to help the state
meet the requirements of section
110(a)(2), these "ride-along" SIP
revisions are not intended to signify that
all infrastructure SIP submittals must. in
order to be approved by EPA, have
similar regulatory revisions or source-
specific emission limits. Rather, the
regulatory provisions and source-
specific emission limits the state relies
on when showing compliance with
section 110(a)(2) have, in many cases,
likely already been incorporated into
the state's SIP prior to each new
infrastructure SIP submission; in some
cases this was dane tbr entirely separate.
CAA requirements, such as attainment

¯0 RPA notes that PADRP Wovldad stmtlar
rtvsponsas to the C•ommentar'.q claims regm'dtng
evallmrlon of rnodelt'lg data for an tr,frasrructura

SIP as spt•ilically rtn.:oLmLcd by die CorzLuaeu.ttw in

its Mm•h 9, 2015 couauetKs to 'L:LPA on this
rulcmukitlg uctiuu. EPA agwt:s with PADI23•s
responses that omlss:ons tlmltatlons for attainment
of the NAAQS are appropriate lot consideration Ln
the part D pie_truing process and not for :he
•nfra•t3"ucturo SIP prc•s. Thu•, EPA provtdas no
fiwther r•.,•ponso an thts tssuo as PADEP responded
to th8 Commorltor In Pennsylvania's rulamaktng
aid I,.'PA's rus:.)o•s• •uv provided izi this actium
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plans required under section 172, or for
previous NAAQS.

Comment 8: The Commenter asserts
thai EPA ,nay not approve the
Pennsylvania proposed SO2
infrastructure, SIP Because it fhils to
include onfbreeable emission
limitations with a 1-hour averaging tlme
that applies at all times. The Commenter
cStes to CAA section 302(k) which
requires emission limit• to apply on a
cent taut, us hasis. '['he Commenter
claims EPA has stated that 1-hour
averaging times are necessary for the
2010 802 NAAQS citing to EPA's April
23,2014 •uidanee for ?-Hour ,qOa
Nonattainmont Area SIP Submiss'ions, a
February 3,2011. EPA Region 7 letter tu
the Kansas Department of He'oath and
Environment regarding the need for 1-
hour SO2 emission limits in a PSD
permit, an EPA Environmental Hearing
Board (EHB) decision rejecting use of a
3-hour avemgh•g time for a SO2 limit in
a PSD permit, and EPA's disapproval of
a Missouri SIP whlch relied on annual
averaging for S02 omission rates,z•

Thus, the Commenter contends EPA
must disapprove Pennsylvania's
inh'astructure SIP which the Commenter
claims fails to require emission limits
with adequate averaging times.

Bosponso & EPA disagrees that EPA
must disapprove the proposed
Pennsylvania infrastructure SIP because
the SIP does not contahl enfbrc.eahle
SO2 emission limitations with 1-h0ur
averaging periods that apply at all times,
as this issue is not appropriate for
resolution at this stage. The comment
does not assert that the SO., emission
limi|s in Pennsylvania's SIP are not
enforceable or that they do not apply at
all times, instead tim comment focuses
on the, lack of 1-hour averaging times.
We. do not beAieve, as suggested by the
Commenter, that the. emission limits are
not "continuous" within the meaning of
section 30z(k). As EPA has noted
previously, the purpose of the section
110(a){2) SIP is to enstu'e that the State
has the necessary structural conlponents
to implement programs h)r attainment
and maintenance of the NAAQg.22

While, EPA does agree that the averaging

z• S:ttura Club cil.ed to In re: M•sjssiplM LLmc Us.,
PSDAPLP,I£AL 11•1, 2071 WL 3557194, at *26-27
•.OA Aug. 9, 20111 and 71 Ftl 121i23, 12624 [March
13. 200til (EPA dlsegproval eta contmt gtrat•y SO2
SIP!.
• As I.:PA has stated, sumc mvu• am dt•ig•m:•.xl

ttonaltuinmeut m*2us ptu'sualttt to CAA s¢ctlu.u 107
fur the 2010 SO2 NAAQS iu tltt• C•mmouw"•hh.
Teas, whlie the C,ommonweaittt, at this time, t•as
an obligation to submit attainment plans for the
2OlD S02 NAAQS for secllons 17:•, 191 and 192,
EPA bellev• the appropriate time for examtn!ng
eec,esslty of the avemgtng p•4ods within any
.qehrnlttod Sflz •n•ssion limits on sp•iftc •oure•s
is wiLhhs the attuituncut plauuiug platens.

time is a critical consideration fur
purposes of substantive SIP revisions,
such as attainment demonstrations, the
averaging tlme of existing rules in the,
SIP is not relevant for determining that
the Slate has met the applicable
requirements of section 110(a)(2) with
respect to the infrastructure, elemenN
addressed in the present SIP action. 2a

Therefore, because EPA rinds
Pennsylvania's $02 infrastructure SIP
approvahle without the additional SO2
emission limitations showing in-state
attainment of the NAAQS, EPA finds
the issues of appropriate averaging
periods for such future limitations not
relevant at this time. The Commenter
has cited to prior EPA discussion on
emission limitations required in PSD
permits (from an EAB decision and
EPA's letter to Kansas' permitting
authority) pursuant to part C of the
CAA, which is neither relevant nor
applicable to the present SIP action. In
addition, as previously discussed, the
I::PA disapproval of the 2006 Missouri
SIP was a disapproval relating to a
control strategy SIP required i)ursumlt te
part D attainment planning and is
likewise not relevant to the analysis of
ilfl'rash'uclure SIP requirements.

Comment 9: The. Commentm" states
that enforceable emission limits in SIPs
or permits are necessary to avoid
nonattaimnent designations in areas
where modeling or monitoring shows
SO2 levels exceed the 1-hour SO•.
NAAQS and cites to a February e, 2013
EPA document, N•xt Stops jbr Area
Designations and Implementation of the
Sul]br Dioxide National Ambient Air
Quality Standard, which the
Commenter contends discusses how
states could avoid future nonattainment
designations. The Commenter asserts
EPA must ensure enfbrc.eahle emission
limits in the Pennsylvania infrastructure
SIP will not allow "exceedances" of the
SOz NAAQS. The Commenter claims
the modeling it conducted for ]]runner
Island, Montour, Cheswick, New Caste,
and Shawville indicates at least 28
additional counties in Pennsylvania
must be designated nonattalnment with
the 2010 802 NAAQS without such

aaFor a discussion on omission averagLng times
Ibr emlssfons limltations t0r SO.- attahamant SIPs,
see Lb.c April 23, 2014 Guidance for 141otu' StJz
NODe I laitultCll I Area 512J SO,•IlliS'sioII5, I•A
expluiuud flint it is pt•sib;e, in spurt.tic vust•, fur
ssates Lo deveIop cunLl•OI strategies thai accotmt In:'
outlability h• 1-hour emissio[Ls rates t]•l,)ugh
emi•siou limits wil• uvemging Limt•s LhaL am 1oagm"
thmL 1-he.u, using avoluging lirtlp2s lls lung as 30-
days, hut still prairie for utLait•neut o[ Llm 2010
SO2 NAAQS as lolls as Lhe limits m'v of ut hmst
comparable slHugt:ucy to a 1-hour limit at the
crJliuul t•Lllission vUlt.tt•. EPA itta• not yet ev'dlttaLed
arty SlX•ci2ic submi•siou o2 such u limit, aud .•o is
not st thl.*l time p•parad to t•ko final •ctlon to
"mplement Lhis cotto-'pt.

enforceable SO= limits. In summary, the
Commenter asserts EPA must
disapprove the Pennsylvania
infl'astructure SIP and ensure emission
limits will not allow large sources of
SO2 to cause exceedances of the 2010
SO- N AAQS.

Response 9: EPA apprecl ates the
Commenter's concern with avoiding
nonallainment designalions in
Pennsylvania for the 20:10 SO2 NAAQS.
However, Congress designed the CAA
such that states have the primary
responsibility for achieving and
maintaining the NAAQS within their
geographic area by submitting SIPs
which will specify the details of how
the state will meet the NAAQS.
Pursuant to section 107[d], the states
make initinl recommendations of
designations for areas within each state
and EPA then promulgates the
designations after considering the state's
submission and other" intbrmation. EPA
promulgated initial designations for the
Z010 SO,_ NAAQS in August Z013 for
areas in which monitoring at that time
showed violations of the NAAQS, but
has not yet issued designations for other
areas and will complete the required
designations pursuant Io Ihe schedule
contained in the recently entered
Consent Decree. EPA will designate
additional areas for the 2010 SO:
NAA(•S in nccordmlce with tht; CAA
section 107 and existing EPA pollcy and
guidance. Pennsylvania may, on its own
accord, decide to impose additional SO:
emission limitations to avoid future
designations to nonat 'tainment. If
additional Pennsylvania areas are
designated nonattainment, Pennsylvania
will then have the initial oppnrtunily to
develop additional emlsslons
limitations needed to attain the NAAQS,
and EPA would be charged with
reviewing whether the SIP is adequate
to demonstrate attainment. See
Commonwoulth of Virginia, et ul., v.
EPA, 108 l,'.3d 1397, 1410 (D.C. Cir.
1997} (citing Natural llesources Defense
Council, 1no. v. Browne•, 57 l;.3d 1122,
I • 23 (DCCirA .q.q51) (discusNng that
states have primary responsibility for
determining an emission reductions
program for its areas subject to EPA
approval dependent upon whether the
SIP as a whole meets applicable
requirements of the CAA). However,
such considerations are not required of
Pennsylvania at the infrastructure SiP
stage of NAAQS implementation, as the
Commentm"s statements concern the
separate designatlon• process under
section 107. •* EPA disagrees that the

z• EPA also no•.s that in EPA's final rule
regarding the 2010 S()2 NAAQS. EPA noted that tt
anticipates sevcrul forthcoming uationul tLttd
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infrastructure SIP must be disapproved
for not including enforceable emissions
limitations to prevent future 1-hour SOz
nonaltainment designations.

D. Sierra Club Commeats on
Pennsylvania 2008 Ozone lnJi'astmetum
SiP

Comment 10: The Comanenler claims
EPA must disapprove the proposed
infi'astructure SIP for the 2008 ozone
NAAQS for its failure to include
enforceable measures on sources of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and
nitrogen oxides (NOx} to ensure
attainment and maintenance of the
NAAQS in areas not designated
nonattainnlent and t,., ensure
compliance with section 110(a)(2}(A} for
the 2008 ozone NAAQS. The
Ceremonies specifically mentions ECIJs
as well as the oil and gas production
industry as sources needing additional
controls as they are major sources of
ozone precursors. The Commenter
claims stringent emission limits must
apply at all times to ensure all areas in
Pennsylvania attain and maintain the
ozone NAAQS. The Commenter claims
the provisions listed by Pennsylvania
for section 110(a)(2}{A) in its 2008
ozone NAAQS tel'restructure SIP are
insufficient for attaining and
maintaining the 2008 ozone NAAQS as
evidenced by the {:ommonter's review
of air quality monitoring data in areas
which are not presently designated
nonattainment for the 2008 ozone
NAAQS. Specifically. the Commenter
cites air monitoring in a number of
Pennsylvania counties including
Morner, Indiana, Lebanon, Dauphin,
Erie, and York counties indicating
"exceedmlces" of the NAAQS and what
the Commenter asserts are design values
above the NAAQS in 2010-2012, 2011-
2013, and 2012-2014. The Commenter
alleges thai these "exceedances"
demonstrate that the Pennsylvania 2008
ozone infi'astructm,e SIP with existing
regulations, st£tules, source-spaeific
limits and programs fails to demonstrate

tt"6iou'al it.ties, sat:it as Lht" t=tdutstt'iul Hoiltu's
stut;tha'tt under CAA section 112, ta'e likely Lo
{tquktx.• sigt•if•tatt t•trdactitms h• 502 t;missiotts over
the next serial years. See 75 FR 35,520. EPA
conth2uos to believe sfm3ar na•ortal and regional
ru.les wIA lead to SO,• reductions that will heI•
achieve ¢nmpllanc•+ w•th the 201 O SOa NAAQS. If
It at)peers that states wl,1h area• dRs|gnatod
nonattMnmont In 20"13 wet tmw+,rthele,ss fat1 to
attuia the NAAQS us expeditiously us practicable
(hut [to luLtu' thou October 2018) duritt[• 'l:•A's
lt•vivw o1" attuinr•/t'.ut SIPs lt•uh'txl by scctiou 172,
the CAA provld•s au•orttles and tools for EPA to
solve such •ailure, tncluatng, as appropriate,
disapproving submt,1ted SIPs arid promulgating
f•dera', •mplRmentaflon plans, l,;kewlsR, for any
areas des'gnated nonatta|nmant after 201 3, RPA ham
the same authorllles and tools available to address
c.uy amus which do not tiumly utLain the NAAQS.

the infrastructure SIP will ensure
attainment and maintenance of the 2008
ozone NAAQS. Thus, the Commenter
asserts EPA must disapprove the 2008
ozone infrastructure SIP,

ha addition, the Commenter asserts
that the infrastructure SIP required by
section 1 lO(a} must provide assurances
that the NAAQS will be attained and
maintained for areas not designated
nonattain,neat and asserts that the
Pennsylvania infrastructure SW must
contain state-wide regulations and
emission limits that "ensure that the
proper mass linlitations and short term
averaging periods arc imposed on
certain specific large sources of NOx
such as power plants. These emission
limits must apply at all limes.., to
ensure that all areas of Pennsylvania
attain and maintain the 2008 eight-hour
Ozone NAAQS." The Commenter
suggesls limits should be set on a
pounds per hour (Ihs/hr) basis for ECI]s

to address variation in mass emissions
and ensure protection of the ambient air
quality. The Commenler cites to NOx
limits from PSD permits issued to ECUs
with low NOx emission rates, claiming
such rates and related control
efficiencies are achievable for EGUs.
The Commente,r suggests short-term
averaging limits would ensure EGUs
cannot emit NOx at higher rates on days
when ozont: h:vels art: worst while
meeting a longer-term average. The
Commenter also contends that adding
control devices and emission limits on
EGLIs ate a "cost effective option to
reduce NOx pcOlution and allaJtl and
maintain the 2008 ozone NAAQS."

Finally, the Commenter contends lhe
proposed ozone infrastructure SIP
cannot ensure Pennsylvania will attain
and maintain the 2008 ozone NAAQS
and contends EPA must disapprove the
SIP for lack of emission limits to attain
and maintain the ,)zone NAAQS
rtalewide.

Re.sponge 10: EPA disagrees with the
eommenter that the infrastructure SIPs
must include detailed attainment and
maintenance plans for all areas of the
state and must be disapproved if ozone
air quality data that became available
late in the process or alter the SIP was
due and submitted changes the status of
areas within the state. 25 EPA has
addressed in detail in prior responses
above the Commenter's general
arguments that the statutory language.
legislative history, case law, EPA

•.SEPA notes however •at the data presented by
the Commenter in table 5 of its M•rch g, 2o15
comments indicates a general improving trent/in
ozone air q,,allty for the .•l'mclfle collar�ca finn
Cerumen,tar included. The data could aqa:ally he
usad to tndlcate Improving ozone air quality based
pit t,,x[stlng meusu;us in the Pett:tsylvalfia SIP.

regulations, and prior rulemaking
actions by EPA mandate the
interpretation it advocates--i.e., that
infrastructure SIPs must ensure
attainment and maintenance of the
NAAQS. EPA believes that section
110{a)(2){A) is reasonably interpreted to
require states to submit SiPs that reflect
the first step in their planning for
attaining and maintaining a new or
revised NAAQS and that they contain
enforceable control measures and a
demonstration that the state has the
available tools and authority to develop
and implement plans to attain and
maintain the, NAAQS, including the,

2008 ozone NAAQS.
Moreover, the CAA recognizes and

has provisions to address changes in air
quality over Lime, such as an area
slipping ft•tn attainment 1o
nonatlainment or changing fi'om
nonattainment to attainment. These
include provisions providing for
mdesignatlon in section 107{d) and
provisions in section 110(k}(5) allowing
EPA to call on the state to revise its SIP,
as appropriate.

The Commenter suggests that EPA
must disapprove the Pennsylvania
ozone infi'astrueture SiP because the fact
that a few areas in Pennsylvania
recently had air quality dam slightly
above the standard theretbm proves that
the infrastructom SIP is inadequate to

demonstrate maintenance of the ozone
NAAQS for those areas. EPA disagrees
with the Commenter because EPA does
not believe that section 110(a)(2)(A)
requires detailed planning SIPs
denmnstrating either atlainment or
maintenance for specific geographic
areas of the state. The infrastructure SIP
is triggered by promulgation of the
NAAQS, not designation. Moreover,
infrastructure SIPs are due three years
following promulgation of the NAAQS
and designations are not due until two
years (or in some cases three years}
folh:,wing promulgation of the NAAQS.
Thus, dttring a sigtfificant portion of the
period that a state has available for
developing the infi-astructum SIP, it
does not know what the designation
will be for individual amos of the
state, za In Dight of the structure of the
CAA, EPA's long-standing position
regarding infrastructure SIPs is that they
are general planning SIPs to ensure that
the state has adequate resources and

• While it is a.uc, ttmt ttzere muy •x• some
ulotdtuvs witkin a stoic WtLtt vUlLtt.md SO hi"•l us Lo

make a nonattatlan•etl,1 designation of the county
with that monitor almost a c•rtalnty, the geographic
botmdaries at" the noaattatnment artm associated
with that monitor would not lx• known until F•A
issues final ¢]eslgq•attons. Moreover, the fivR ames
ofconcarn to the C•mlnenter do not fit that
dttscripL'oll its. ally trvt,'ttl.
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authority to implement a NAAQS in
general throughout Lhe state and not
detailed attainment and tnaintanance
plans for each individual area of'the
state.

EPA's interpretation that
infrastructure SIPs are more general
planning SIPs is consistent wlth the
statute as understood in light of its
hish:)ry and structure as explained
previously in response to prior
comments. While at one time section
110 did provide the only detailed SIP
plalming provisions for states and
specified that such plans must provide
for attainment of the NAAQS, part D of
title l of the CAA (not CAA section 110)
governs the substanLive plamfing
process, including planning for
attainment and maintenance of' the
NAA•S.
For the reasons explained by EPA in

this action, I'.'PA disagrees with the
Commenter that EI'A must disapprove
an infrastructure SIP revision if there
are monitored violations of the standard
in the stale and the section 110(a)(2)(A)
mvlsion does ,lot have detailed plans for
demonstrating how the state will bring
that area into attainment or ensure
maintenance of the NAAQS. Rather,
EPA believes that the proper inquiry at
this juncture is whether the state has
met the basic structural SIP
requirements appropriate at the point in
time EPA is acting upon the submittal.
EPA's NPR and TSD for this rulomaking
address why the Pennsylvania SIP
meets the basic structural SIP
requirements as h3 the elements
addressed in section 110(a)(2) in the
NPR for the 2008 ozone NAAQS.

As addressed in EPA's proposed
approval for this rule, Pennsylvmfia
submitted a list of existing emission
reduction measures in the SIP that
control emissions of NOx and VOCs.
Pennsylvania's SiP revision reflects
numerous pmvlsions that have the
nbi llty to reduce ground level ozone and
its precursors. The Pennsylvania SIP
relies on measures and programs used Io
implement previous ozone NAAQS.
Because thm'e is no substantive
difference between the previous ozone
NAAQS and the more recent ozone
NAAQS, other than the level of'the
standard, the provisions relied on by
Pennsylvania will provide benefits for
the new NAAQS: in other words, the
measures red uce overall gro und-level
ozone and its precursol.'s and are not
limited to reducing ozone levels to meet
one specific NAAQS. Although
additionM control measures for ozone
precursors such as those mentioned by
the Commenter may be considered by
PADEP and could be submitted with an
infrastructure SIP. these additional

measures are not a requirement in order
far Pennsylvania to meet CAA section
110(a)(21(A1. In approving
Pennsylvania's infrastructure SIP
revision, EPA is affirming that
Pennsylvania has sufficient attthority to
take the types of actions required by the
CAA in order to bring such areas back
into attainment.

l:inally, EPA appreciates Ihe
Commenter's information regarding
ECII NOx control measures and
reduction efficiencies as well as
emissions limitations applicable to new
or mc)dified I,.'Gkls which were set
during the PSD or NSR permit process.
Additional NOx regulations on
emissions from EGUs would likely
reduce ozone levels further in one or
mr)re am.as in Pennsylvania. Congress
established the CAA such that each state
has primary, responsibility for assuring
air quality within the stale and each
state is first given the opportunity to
determine an emission reduction
program for its areas subject to EPA
approva!, with such approval dependent
upon whether the SIP as a whole meets
the applicable requirements of the CAA.
See Virginia v. EPA, 108 F.3d at 1410.
The Commonwealth could choose t(:)

consider additional control measures for
NOx at EGUs to ensure attainment and
maintenance of the ozone NAAQS as
Pennsylvauia moves forward to meet the
more prescriptive planning
requirements of the CAA in the thrum.
However, as we have explained, the
Commonwealth is not required to
regulate such sources for purposes of
meeting the infrastructure SIP
requirements of CAA section 11 0(a)[21.

In addition, emission limits with the
shorter-term averaging rates suggested
by the Commenter could be considered
within the part D planning process to
ensure attainment and maintenance of
the 2008 ozone NAAQS. As I':PA fInds
Pennsylvania's NOx and VOC
provisions presently in the SIP
sufficient for infrastructure S[P
purposes and specifically for CAA
section 1 IO(a](2)(A), further
consideration of avel,'aging times is not
appropriate or relevant at this time.
Thus. EPA disagrees with the
Commenter that Pennsylwmla's ozone
infrastructure SIP must be disapproved
for failure to contain sufficient measures
t,3 ensure allainnlenl and nlainlenance
of the NAAQS.

Comment ?/: The Commenter slatas
enibrcoahle emission limits are
necessary to avoid future nonattalnment
designations in areas where
Pennsylvania's monitoring network has
shown "exceedances" with the 2008
ozone NAAQS in recent years. The
C,:)mmenter stated ISPA musl address

inadequacies in enforceable emission
limitations relied upon by Pennsylvania
for its ozone inf,'astructure SIP to
comply with CAA section 1 IO(a)(2}{A}
and stated EPA must disapprove the
ozone inh'astructure SIP t(:) ensure large
sources of NOx and VOCs cannot
contribute to exceedances of the ozone
NAAQS and prohibit attainment and
maintenance of the c,zone NAAQS in all
of Pennsylvania.

Ro•ponso 11: For the reasons
previously discussed, EPA disagrees
with the Comtnenter that we must
disapprove the Pennsylvania ozone
infrastructure SIP because it does not
demonstrate how areas that may be
newly violating the ozone NAAQS since
the time of designation can be brought
back into attainment. Enforceable
emission limitations to avoid future
n,:,nattainment designations are not
required for EPA to approve an
inh'astructure SIP under CAA section
110, and any emission limitations
needed to assure attaimnent and
maintenance with the ozone NAAQS
will be determined by Pennsylvania and
reviewed by EPA as part of the part D
attainment SIP planning process. Thus.
EPA disagrees with the Commenler that
EPA must disapprove the ozone
infrastructure SIP to ensure large
sources of NOx and VOC do not
contribute to exceedances of the
NAAQS or prohibit implementation,
attainment or malntennnce of'the ozone
NAAQS. As explained in the NPR and
TSD, Pennsylvania has sufficient
emission limitations and measures to
address NOx and VOC emissions for
CAA section 1 10[a)(2)(A).

IIL Final Action
EPA is approving the following

elem eats of Pennsylvania's J une 15,
2014 SIP revisions for the 2008 ozone
NAAQS and the 2010 SO2 NAAQS:
Section 110(a)[2)(A), (B}, (C), (D}(i)([I)
(PSD requirements), {D)(ii}, (g), {1"), (G},
{H}, (!), (K), {L), and (M). Pennsylvania's
SIP revisions provide the basic program
elements specified in Section 110(a)(Z}
necessary to implement, maintain, and
enforce the 2008 ozone NAAQS and the
2010 S02 NAAQS. This final
rulemaking action does not include
action on section 110(a)(2)(1) which
pertains to the nonattainment planning
requirements of part D. Title I of the
CAA, because this element is nol
required to be submitted by the 3-year
submission deadline of section 110(a)[1 )
of the CAA, and will be addressed in a
separate process. This final rulemaking
action also does not include action on
section ll0(a)(Z)(D)(i)(I) for interstate
transport for the 2008 ozone or the 2010
SO2 NAAQS as Pennsylvania's July 15,
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2014 SIP submissions did not address
this element for either NAAQS nor does
this rulemaking include any action on
section 110(a)(2)(D){i}{ll) 5-,r visibility
protection for either NAAQS. While
Pennsylvania's July 15, 2014 SIP
submissions for the 2008 ozone and
2010 SO2 NAAQS included provisions
addressing visibility protection, EPA
will take later, separate action on this
element for both of these NAAQS.

IV. Statutory and Executive Order
Reviews

A. Generctl llequiremenls
Under the CAA, the Administrator is

required to approve a SIP submission
that complies with the provisions of the
CAA and applicable Federal regulations.
42 LJ.S.C. 7410{k}; 40 CI,'R 52.02(a).
Thus, in reviewing SIP submissions,
EPA's role is to approve state, choice,s,
provided that they meet the criteria of
the CAA. Accordingly, this action
merely approves state law as meeting
Federal requiremant• and does not
impose additional requirements beyond
those imposed by slate law. l'or that
reason, this action:

¯ Is not a "significant regula|ory
action" subject to review by the Office
of Management and Budget under
Executive Order 1288fi (58 FR 51735,
October 4, 19.q3);

¯ does not impose an information
collection burden under the provisions
of the Pape,rwork Reduction Act (44
U.S.C. 3501 et seq.);

¯ is certified as not having a
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities
under the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5
U.S.C. 601 et seq.}',

¯ does not contain any unfunded
mandate or significantly or uniquely
affect small governments, as described
in the Llnfunded Mandates Reform Act
of 1995 {Pub. L. 3 04•,);

¯ does not have 1,'ederalism
implicalions as specified in Execulive
Order 1 3132 {84 FR 4.'1255, August 10,
1 .q99};

¯ is not an economically significant
regulatory action based on health or

s•ety risks subject tu Executive Order
13045 (62 FR 19885, April 23, 1997);

¯ is not a sigtlificanl regulatory action
subject to Executive Order 1 3211 {88 FR
28355, May 22, 20011;

¯ is not subject to requirements of
Section 12(d} of the National
Technology Transfer and Advancement
Act of 1995 (15 U.S.C. 272 note) because
application of those requirements would
be inconsislent with the CAA; and

¯ does not provide EPA with the
discretionary." authority to address, as
appropriate, disproportionate human
health or environmental effects, using
practicable and legally permissible
methods, under Executive Order 12898
(59 i"R 7629, February 18, 1994}.

In addition, this rule does not have
tribal implications as specified by
Executive Order 13175 (05 FR 67249,
November 9, 2000}, because the SIP is
not approved to apply in Indian country
located in the, state', and EPA notes that
it will not impose substantial direct
costs on tribal governments or preempt
tribal law.
B. Submission to Congress and the
Comptroller General

The Congressional Review Act, 5
U.S.C. 801 et seq,. as added by the Small
Business Regtdatory E•fforcement
Fairness Act of 1998, gone,rally pre,vides
that before, a rule may take effbct, the
agmacy promulgating the, role must
submit a rule. report, which includes a
copy of the rule, to each House of the
Congress and to the Comptroller General
of the United States. EPA will submit a
report containing this action and other
required iz:fformation to the LI.S. Senate,
the LI.S. House of Representatives, and
the Ce,mptre,I ler Ceneral of the I Inltod
States prior to publication of the rule in
the Federal Register. A major rule
cannot take effect until 60 days after it
is published in the Federal Register.
This action is not a "major rule" as
defined by 5 U.S.C. 804(2).

C. Petitions ]br fl=diciol R•iew

Under sectkm 307(b)[1} of the CAA,
petitions for judicial review of this
action must he filed in the, Unite,d States

Court of Appeals for the ap propriate
•5rcuit by October 5, 2015, Filing a
petition for reconsideration by the
Administrator of Ihis final rule does nol
affect the finality of this action for the
purposes of judicial review nor does it
extend the time within which a petition
for judicial review may be filed, and
shall not postpone the effectiveness of
such rule or action.

This action pertaining to
Pennsylvania's section 110(a)(2}
infl.astructure, elements for the 2008
ozone NAAQS and 2010 SO2 NAAQS
may not be challenged later in
proceedings to enforce its requirements.
{See section 307(b)(Z),}

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 52

Environmental protection, Air
pollution control, lncorporaLion by
reference, lntergovernmental relations,
Nitrogen dioxide, Ozone. Reporting and
re,cordke,eping requirements, Sulfur
oxides, Volatile e,rganlc compounds.

Dated: July 24, 2015.

William C. Early,
Acting Regional Admirdsltutor, Bt.'glon HI.

40 CFR part 52 is amended as follows:

PART $2--APPROVAL AND
PROMULGATION OF
IMPLEMENTATION PLANS

¯ 1. The authority citation for part 52
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401 vl st,v4.

Subpart NN--Pennsylvania

¯ 2. In § 52.2020, the table in paragraph
(e)(1) is ame,nded by adding two e,ntries

tbr "Section 1 10(a)(2} Infrastructure
Re,quire,me,nts for the 2008 ozone
NAAQS" and "Secq_ion 110{a}(2}
Infrastructure Requirements for the 2010
SO2 NAAQS" at the end of the table to
read as follows:

§52.2020 Identilication of plan,

(e) * * *

(1)* * *

State
Name of non-regulatory Applicable geographic submittal EPA Approval date Additional explanation

S̄IP reviaton area date

Section 110(a)(2) Infra- Statewide ...................... 7/15/14 8/5/15 [insert l¢edercd This rulernaking ac•on addresses the following

structure Require- Reglsrter citation]. CAA elements: 110(a)(2)(A), (B), (C), (D)(i)(ll)
meets for the 2008 (prevention of significant deterioration), (D)(ii),

ozone NAAQS. (E), (F), (G), (H), (J), (K), (L), and (U).

Section 110(a)(2) Infra- This rulernaking action addresses the following

structure Require- CAA elements: 110(a)(2)(A), (B), (C), (D)(i)(lI)

ments for the 2010 (prevention of significant deterioratioe'), (D)(ii),

S02 NAAQS. (E), (F), (G), (H), (d), (K), (L), and (M).

Statewide ...................... 711 5/14 8/5/15 [Insert Federal
Rear citation].
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I[:tR Doe. ZOlS--lgOgo Flied. 6--4_-15:u:4_5 aDl]

BILLING COOE eS410-•O-IP

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Office of the Secretary

49 CFR Part 27

RIN 2105-AD91

[Docket No. DOT-OST-2011-0182]

Nondiscrimination on the Basis of
Disability in Programs or Activities
Receiving Federal Financial
Assistance (U.S. Airports)

AGENCY: Office or the Secretary,
Department of Transpo,'tation (DOT].
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: The Department is issuing a
final rule to amend its rules
implementing section 504 of the
Rehabilitatkm Act of 1973, which
requh'es accessibiliLy in airport terminal
facilities that receive Federal financial
assistance. The. final rule includes new
prov•slens related to service animal
relief areas and captioning of televisions
and audio-visual displays that are
similar to existing requirements
applicable to U.S. and foreign air
carriers under the Department's Air
Carrier Access (ACAA) regulations. The
final rule also reorganizes a provision
concerning mechanical lilts for
enplaning and deplaning passengers
with mobility impairmenLs, and amends
this provision to require Mrports to
work not only with IJ.S. cm'rlers but also
foreign air carriers to ensure that lifts
are available where level entry loading
bridges are not available. This final rule
applies to airport facilities located in the
United States with 10,000 or more
annual enplanements that receive
1;ederal financial assislance.
DATES: This rule is effective October 5,
2U15,

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Maegan L. Johnson, Senior Trial
Attorney, Office of the Assismnl General
Counsel for Aviation Enforcement and
Proceedings, Department of
Transportation, 1200 New Jersey
Avenue SE., Room W06---409,
Washington, DC 2O590, (202) 366-0342.
You may also contact Blane A. Workie,
Assistanl General Counsel h)r Aviation
Enforcement and Proceedings,
Department of Transportation, 1200
New Jersey Avenue. SE., Room W98-
464, Washington, DC 20590, (202) 366-
9342. Arrangements to receive this
notice in an alternative format may be
made by contacting the above named
individuals.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

BackBround
On November 1, 1996, Lhe U.S.

Department of TmnsporlaLion amended
ils regulation implemenling section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to
create n new section, 49 CFR 27.72.
concerning regulatory requirements for
U.S. airports to ensure the availability of
lifts to provide level-entry boarding for
passengers with disabilities flying on
small aircraft.t See 61 I"R 56409. This
requirement paralleled the lift
provisions applicable to U.S. carriers in
the ACAA rule., 14 CFR part 382. On
May 13, 2008, the Department of
Transportation published a final rule
that amended part 382 by making it
applicable to foreign air carriers. See 73
FR 27614. This amendment 'also
included provisio,ls that require LI.S.
and foreign air carriers, in cooperation
with airport operators, 1o provide
service animal relief areas for service
animals that accompany passengers
depm'tlng, connecting, or arriving at
U.S. airports. See 14 CFR 382.51(a)(5}.
Part 382 also now requires U.S. and
foreign air carriers to enable captioning
on all televisions and other audio-visual
displays that are capable of displaying
caplioning and Lhal are ]ocaled in any
portion of the airport termhlal to which
any passengers have access. See 14 CFR
382.53(a)(6}. As a result of the 2008
amendments to Part 382, the.
requirements in Part 27 no longer
mirrored the requirements applicable to
airlines set forth in part 382 us had been
intended.

On September 21,2011, the
Department issued a notice of' proposed
rulemaking {NPRM) in Docket OST
2011-0182 rifled, "Nondiscrimination
on the Basis of Disability in Programs or
Activities Receiving l,'ederal Financial
Assistance {U.S. Airports)." See 76 I"R
60426 el seq. [September 29, 2011). The
Departme,nt proposed to amend part 27
by inserting provisions that would
require airport operators to work with
carriers to establish relief areas for
service animals that accompany
passengers with disabilities departing,
connecting, or arriving at LI.S. airports;
t,-, enable high-contrast captioning = on

R•)gnlzlng the need ibr level-entry aoard'.ng
for passengers with mobiEty Lmpeirments on larger
altered, thR I•..lmrtmant exten dad the applicability
of Its '1996 rule to atmva*t with a seating Calmclty
of 31 ov morn pa•,•angers h• 21"101. R,'• 66 FR 22'107.

HIRl:-conC'ast cap:lonl.-tR is defined in 14 CFR
3tl2.3 as "captioning •hat is at least as easy to read
as white letters on a consistent black background."
As explained In the preamble to Part 382, defllllng
"high-contrast rapttnMrg" tn such a way "not only
Ansn]r•R that captioning w'11 lm Rafe•ttv• but alto
allows carliea's to use CxistirLg Ol [uttu'e tt•mulo•ies

certain televisions and audio-visual
displays in LI.S. airports; and to
negotiate in good faith with foreign air
carriers to provide, operate., and
maintain lifts for boarding and
deplaning where level-entry loading
bridges are not available. The
Department also proposed updates in
the NPRM to outdated references that
existed in 40 CFR part 27 by deleting
obsolete references to the Uniform
Federal Accessibility Standards in 49
CFR 27.3(b), and changing the language
"appendix A to part 37 of this title" to
"appendices I3 and D of 36 CFR part
1191, as modified by appendix A to part
37 of this title."

The Department asked a series of
questions regarding the proposed
amendments to part 27. We received
481 comments in response to the NPRM,
the majority of which were received
from individual commenters. The
Department also received a number of
comments from disability organizations,
airports, and airport associations. We
have carefully reviewed and considered
these comments. The significant,
relevant issues raised by the public
comments In the NPRM ea'e set forth
below, as is the Department's response.
Service Animal Relief Areas

In the. NPRM, the Department sought
comment on whether it should adopt
requirements regarding the design of
smwlce animal relief areas and what, if
any, provisions the rule should include
concerning the dimensions, materials
used. and maintenance for service
animal relief areas. The Department
explained that commenters should
consider the size and surface material of
the area. maintenance, and dlstanee to
service animal relief areas, which could
vary based on the size and configuration
of the airport. The Department also
sought comment no the compliance date
for these requirements.

Comments
Commenters that indicated that they

are service animal users, and other
individual commenters, favor the
o3nstructiou (:d service animal relief
areas on ,re,l-cement surfaces. These
commente,rs also expressed a desire to
see overhangs covering service animal
relief areas to protect service animal
users from the element•, Airport and
airport organization commenters,
however, do not support specific
mandates regarding the design, number,
or location of service animal relief areas,
and encourage the Department to adopt
the general language that appears in pnrt

to aehtov• raptlnntng that m'o as aff•tlvo as white
Oil bluck or ulore so,




